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TH E ADVAN CE OF WOmaAnN. The condition of women in England is about the 

same as in America. In France they occupy very 

GRACE G. ADAMS. many important positions and are relied upon toa 
i \ degree unknown in other nations. Their wages are 

The class of *96 greet ved with their thoughts higher, but the cost of food and clothing is also 
upon the advance of the world in the last quarter of greater than. here. Two-thirds of the German 

acentury. i i Aes women work on farms. In Prussia, Italy, Silicia 
Our program, outlines especially, the political, | aq Russia, practically nothing has been done to 

commercial and social conditions in various countries | jelieye the oppression of women. 
of the civilized world and closes with the outlook for In short, only in English-speaking countries has 

the world’s workers, Each one will bring out some efficient action taken place, while even in them the 
thought upon the advance of the world in the last work has only begun. To this end the Labor 

twenty-five years. ‘ " Bureaus of our country are working diligently. 

There haye, been many changes. in.that time. Since woman’s cause is man’s and the advancement 
Commerce and manufactures have never been so of any country depends upon that made by women, 

hes ay the present day. They have ewept ought we not to strive to make ourselyes as useful as 

Bry, the barriers erected by the most conservative possible to help uplift our more unfortunate sisters? 
non i Woman’s clubs are now becoming a prominent 

Bvenuapan end China are [now open «to trade feature among all classes. The object of these is to 

with other nations. Governments are becoming improve their members and to make them, by culture, 
more democratic. As nations learn gradually to | fit to do good in the world. Even among the poorest 

settle disputes by peaceful legislation instead of war, women there are those who join these clubs and are 

people have more time to think of self-improvement; becoming as great a power as very many of rich 

and thus it has come about that, in all civilized parentage. 
lands, more time and thought have been devoted to Té'the women of leisure would use her influence 

education. In heathen lands, striking changes have | toward the helping of the hard-working girls of our 

been brought about by the introduction of | jarge cities, what good might not be done? To 
Christianity, further this is one of the holiest of missions. 

Perhaps the greatest changes that have occurred fe Mona ey 
in the world, are those which relate directly or indi- TH E com m EACIAL FUTU RE OF 

rectly to woman. Let us consider what has caused 
the change in her mode of life. TH E PACIFI G STATES. 

Twenty-five years ago she was occupied chiefiy FRANK GROUNDWATER. 

Bre Hone: warsend seldom lett her koma. Tn 1855 a writer declared—*When the shores of 

Hence it was not thought necessary that she | the Pacific shall be reached by railways, when the 
should have an education. But now all this is | telegraph shall girdie the earth and ocean steamers 
changed. Manufactures have taken much of her | shail ply regularly between their termini and farther 

work away from her, and since she need not be busy | India, whose wealth the commercial world has so 
all the time with household duties, her mind natur- long coveted, the beaten path of commerce will be 

ally turns to education; so that today the majority changed and a wonderful page in the history of the 

of teachers are women, They occupy many import- | world will be opened.”? In less than twenty years 
ant positions, and their work is found to be as satis- | after this paragraph was written the prophecy was 

factory as that done by men. | fulfilled and the Pacifie States which such a short 
But there is another class of women—shop and | time ago seemed too far removed from the East, for 

factory girls—whose lot is not so fortunate. They | either commercial or political relations, have rapidly 

are poorly clad and have hardly food enough to sup- | grown into prominence and promise, to be the scene 

port life. Their homes are so poor that we should | of America’s greatest achievements. 
not know them by that name. The day is spent in The great strides of progress which the Pacific 

almost incessant toil in poorly ventilated buildings. States have made, at the very threshold of their
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destiny is due to the energy and enterprise of their | prophecy ever be fulfilled? Yes! And the achieve- 

people. What they have accomplished has been | ment lies in the commercial development and growth 

under adverse conditions, and is but a promise of the | of the Pacific States. 

future when the dominant problem of cheap trans- os 

portation will be solved by the completion of an inter- 

oceanic canal. THE PLACE OF FRANCE In 
The natural advantages of this section of our MODERN ART. 

common country are such as to insure its continued EMM4 D. CARPENTER. 

prosperity and power. The climate of the Pacific wAL ter oe aa: 

Coast is subject to none of the rigors of the North Pi Paannned oa ely occ eee 

Atlantic Sea Board. The Japan Current together | ~ To a eee = rad eee Hplcietabenal 
with the warm winds from the equatorial regions, der av 3 re 

4 3 advancement in art is plain to be seen. 
produce an atmosphere so mild and unchangeable During the yeas Lsep Maelo eNIbition Wastheld 

that it might properly be called the Italy of America. | . nee 1 a Bi i as 
a i ers in Paris known as the Universal Exposition. Before 

Her rich agricultural lands are capable of sustaining nee 2 i 
3 “ this time the artists had formed a union; but after 

anumber equal to the present population of the sf er ‘i j 
Fi ‘ " 7 this great Exposition, a disagreement arose regarding 

entire North American continent. The practically a 2 : 
. ‘ : p the giving of the rewards. The result was the form- 
inexhaustible fisheries of the Pacific Coast, as yet | . an ‘i 

i f ing of two associations, the Champ de Mars and 

Doe ea a ee a eae Eorue, Ue Saree Champ des Elysees. The latter was the eldest of 
industry that will be a prolific source of wealth to the Fe 

; ‘ 3 é the two. 
Republic. The importance of her mines to the indus- ho! present president of thie’ Salon'is Puvis de 

tries of the conntry has never been over estimated; Chavatines?? at veteran ‘of! mike than ‘seventy years 
6 nat Ys ; ava ; ra enty years, 

alts So ee Cee auce eS ye te con’ | who has gained every honor a painter could wish 
tinued development they are destined to yield still #eHonTReindeen! 608 youne sehocli oHelor the lvoe 

a Piha soe ae Ree eh a influences of contemporary art, he is also one of the 
di ‘: Sat pairs of the Ps ne ai ‘a ai ie © | most discussed and criticized artists. America can 

Saige en ent OR OIL ECA ene || monster having in its possession one of the works of 
the globe, ce Ce eee reve GL coun this great artist in the Boston Public Library. Puvis 

Jess value in supplying the markets of the world. is a decorator and above all, an’ individual and 

ee ne bee Pres On a ee ay Coast original artist. In his drawings he has observed the 

centers on the construction of the Nicaragua | one great law of decoration, which is that the orna- 
canal, the one great work yet tobe done before they | ment should set off and embellish, but never disguise 
can enter upon the full enjoyment of their glorious | the thing ornamented. 

future. The canal opening through the continent We all know that the work of no man remains 
the highway of the fae will Eye. them a short and | always at its highest level. and it is hard for any one 
direct means of communication with the centers of | to escape defects. So it is with Puvis; now and then 

trade, and render possible the exportation of agricult- | we will find a wrist or an ankle which could be 

ural products or raw, materials now almost barred improved upon. 

by expensive traffic rates. The productions of the Let us now look at the Art Schools of this nation. 
Pacific States already far exceed the demands of the | Pen or fifteen years ago it was an easy matter to gain 

home market, but who shall predict their limit when | admission to the then great school Beaux Art; but at 
the Nicaragua Canal will shorten the distance by | the present time things have changed somewhat. 

which they may be shipped to New York by 10,000, to | Now the young student, native or foreign, is com- 
New Orleans by 11,000 and to Liverpool by 7,000 | pelled not only to give proof of artistic talent, but 
miles? wie | must pass an examination on his knowledge of the 

The rich islands of the Pacific and the populace | French language, prospective drawing and history. 
countries bordering it, offer favorable opportunities | The adopting of these rules was to shut out foreign 

for our Pacific Sea Port Cities to become the com- | students, especially those from the United States. 
mercial center of their trade and wealth. These rules were not met with approval and private 

More than fifty years ago, Richard Cobden, the | schools sprung up only to fade away. 

great English merchant statesman, warned his At present there is only one very important school 

countrymen that a nation was growing up on the | in France; this is the famous Julien academy, 
North American continent, which through the | founded by M. Julien. The attendance was very 

unequaled natural resources of its land and the | small atfirst, but at the end of a quarter of a century 

intense energy of its people, would supplant England | it had reached one thousand. One of the latest 

in the primacy of the world’s commerce. Will this | students from this school, whose masterpiece, the
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“Fall of Babylon,” has attracted attention, is | ali public places of amusement are thronged on 

Rochegrosin. The American student at this school | Sunday by a crowd bent only on pleasure. 

. enjoys a very high reputation, not only for talent but Pleasure at Paris becomes business; indeed a 

for the industry and perseverance shown. There is | large portion of the upper classes of Parisians hav® 

another Art schocl in Paris which, though not so | no time for anything else. There are many points in 
important as the Julian, is probably more interesting | Paris, many facts and places of Parisian life which 

to Americans, as this is the American Girls Art | interest strangers, and they may learn many a lesson 

Club, which was started in 1893. on outward forms of politeness on the public promen- 
This club is a delightful and economic home for | ades; for the rules of good manners which were so 

young ladies who go abroad alone for the purpose of | rigidly inculeated by Louis XIV bear their fruit still. 
studying painting, music, sculpture or any art. | To a foreigner, especially to one who has never left 

Before the opening of ‘this club, which owes its | his own country before, half an hour spent on the 

beginning to a group of American ladies headed by | boulevards, or on one of the chairs in the Tuilleries 

Mrs. Whitelaw Reid, the American girl of small | garden, has the effect of a theatrical performance; 

means had to struggle with an uncertain existence; | while even to an idle observer it might seem as if the 

but now, under matronly care and surrounded by | great object of French men and women in every class 

refined comfort, things have become comparatively | were to make life as easy and pleasant as possible—to 

easy. ignore its present and to forget its past troubles as 
I believe that the day of mere fact and research | much as they are able. 

is nearly ended, and likewise the day of the isolated In no country and in no age has a social art of 

easel picture. We, here in America, are taking the | such perfection rendered life so agreeable. Paris is 
first steps; before long we shall come back to the old | the school of Europe; a school of politeness, where 

notion that the highest aim of art is to make some | the youth of Russia, Germany and England come to 

useful thing beautiful. Art will enter that service | get rid of their rudeness. ‘Nothing,’ says Voltaire, 
which is for it the most perfect freedom, and the | is to be compared to the sweet life that one leads 

highest aim of the painter will be to beautify walls of | there in the bosom of the arts and of a tranquil and 
temples and palaces. refined voluptuousness; strangers and kings have 

an preferred this repose, so agreeably occupied and so 

enchanting, to their native lands and their thrones.” 

TH EG ITY Oo ft PAR { 5. The trials through which Paris has passed during 

MAE VIRGINIE RICHER the last century have been numerous and most severe. 

ar aha, P The great revolution changed the whole face of Paris 

TSeun sv ur werden uheageee anyohcs 1 rect tty maori acainehlhs aati a pat 
inant inex a ential ung ee a 
rim parks and luxuriant gardens, and, above all, its RON st 
cee magnificent ‘ald and iulornnieeeal Cae stoi hoe band oo ae ee 

these give a tone and splendor to the city that make aoe ap Bess ee th on f bird of old, it arose 
idan! earthly parndied: tions it — i < he 5 a . 

It is a paradise, however, in which religious life OCR PEER REO GHENT NUMAN AA: 4 

does not display itself toany great extent; for though But, strange to say, the great beauty of Paris has 
Paris is a very beautiful city, it is likewise a very | Only existed for about thirty years. Before that, the 
wicked city. This can be traced to a combination of | French capital was, like most towns in Europe, oe 
causes. In the first place most metropolitan cities cumbered by dense masses of tall houses, on each side 

are centers into which are merged all classes of of Boao! and crooked streets, and even the shops 
people, good, bad and indifferent. And then, Paris | Were poor in external appearance, and made no very 

has special attractions for travelers and sightseers; | attractive display of the first-class vee they eee 

and it is only too true that the great body of travelers | tained. On the other hand, old Paris was in many 
nowadays confer no benefit on the places they visit, | Ways more interesting than the present city, ‘to THORS 
except the dollars they leave behind. Finally, the who love to visit historical sites; for, in widening the 

Parisians themselves are not over scrupulous in the | thoroughfares, a clean sweep was made of whatever ; 
observance of the moral code; as a people they are buildings stood in the way, and many an improvement 

quite loose. This refers, of course only to the | W@8 dearly purchased. 
Parisians, and not to the French people as a nation. In 1889 the great Exposition of Paris was the 

The male portion of the population pays little or no | center ofattraction in Hurope. The buildings of the 

attention to religion, and Sunday finds them almost | Exposition as a whole represented an advance over 

anywhere except inchurch. The theatres, parks, and | those of the previous Expositions. The iron frame-
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work, being relieved by terra-cotta moldings and Since the Norman conquest, the House of Lords 

ornaments of masonry, lead, zine, brass and glass, | has stood for the people, popular rights and liberty. 

produced a charming effect. The lighting of the | It was this House that drove King James from the 

building showed a marked advancement inelectricity. | throne, abolishing by that act the divine right of 
Paris, has for centuries served as a model of | kings torule. It has always held a dignified position, 

taste and fashion to all Europe. Its name is pro- | and stood for the honor of the country, but that time 
nounced with veneration in all parts of the world by | is past; it has gradually declined in power, and no 

the wise and ignorant, by philosophers and artists | longer is needed to step in between a blinded and 

and eyen by loungers. It is no wonder then, | maddened nation and that nation’s self-destruction. 

that this city is so renowned and famous, for the The House of Lords of the 19th century has 
hearts of all Frenchmen and still more of French | shown itself to be a committee of landlords and cap- 

women turn to their capital, as the wished-for, the | italists whose chief business in life is to thwart and 

most desirable of residences, the intellectual, the | obstruct every Liberal Administration and to throttle 

commercial, and the political center of their country. ore popular — oe igon ee. 
eed hat action did it take in regard to the Reform 

Bill of 1832? 

DEC LI n EO . TH E H i) u sE 0 F By this bill the pocket boroughs were disfran- 

LORDS. chised and new centers of population represented. 

It also extended the right of suffrage to the middle 
IDA AUGUSTA SHAW. class. Now, although the House of Lords passed 

A leading characteristic of the constitutional | this much needed Reform Bill, and the people voted 
history of England is that her political institutions = — a . ii — ost SN 

adually taken on a purer democratic form. un overeign threa - 
Cane un a ee origin; the Anglo | But this bill eet et ~ ee v the House 

- : . of Commons; and the members of that house are no 
pean ae Cannan’, ne x unpor ent freee oe longer the Eeieed and relatives of the House of cerning the tribe, decided by a council consisting of Lorda 

ish nhs peor ge tne veto a ee the uaa During Gladstone’s ministry the Lords repeatedly 

pezeue the ie BEER inesice perch refused to give their consent to reform measures 

Cer ey eer ean punts meieed, ene tHe passed by the House of Commons, such as the law for Witenagemote or assembly of the Wise, the first great diseatablighing ‘tho HE MCHiean Men Rulteat eas 
council of England. Probably it was the right of Rule Bill 8 

every freeman to attend and vote in this great meet- i aie ones Sb TAGS REAR Ith We aaulae 

ing of the nation, but its membership was limited, chnaben shaun steer ne Pena eee eee 

apparently to the chief men of the shires and of the that (eibhit, dn thodtabeia! qublignoninton wetuaetn 

royal household, to it belonged the sheriffs, bishops iia pre Du Aleieerne Siriiiaea craks i . 

Sen Commons, but its authority is inferior. Although 

After the Norman conquest, 1000 A. D. the its consent is as necessary as that of the House of 
Witenagemote merged into the Great Council of the Commons to every act of legislation, it is not per- 

tenants-in-chief of the king, and to this belonged mitted to withhold that consent when the House of 
besides the earls, barons and knights, the archbish- Commons speaks emphatically; its function being 

ops and abbots who held their lands of the king. that of cautious rivision, it can only stand fast 

This National Council became the parliament of against the commons, when there is doubt as to the 
England as it stands today. will of the people. It may protect against decisions 

This body was greatly affected by the Magna | mado by the House of Commons but has no power to 
Charta, 1215, in which the principle of representa- | peyerse them. 
tion was first introduced into the constitution of McCarthy says, in speaking of the House of 

Parliament and the common people as wellas nobles, | fords in its present form, ‘That he sees in its exist- 
given seats in the National Council. Representatives | once much evil to national interest, and no good, no, 

from the towns were summoned first in 1265, by Earl | none whatever.’ * 
Simon of Monfort, who knew that he could depend Seba ad 
upon the support of the commons in his contest with 
Henry IIT; and Edward I followed his example in 
1295. 

During a long period the Commons who spoke . 
5 only concerning taxes, held a position of distinct and 

legitimate subordination to the House of Lords.
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TH E PR OB LE m 5 oO F G R E AT able and legitimate adaptation of means to ends, that 

4 Fo ATU nes. has — the a fortunes. 

e State may, when ever it chooses, arrange 

SAeATE Taper ane oa any system that in its sovereignity it may please ‘- 
The stupendous development of our country has | try, for the better equalization of wealth by progres- 

given opportunities never before known in the history | sive inheritance, taxes, or by any of the other methods 
of the world, for the accumulation of immense that writers have suggested. 

private holdings. bade But the phenomenon of multi millionaire is in 

Our social Jife, our political methods and our | fact too ripe for any special legal treatment as yet. 
democratic institutions are all profoundly affected by In the nature of the case there seems no logical 

the existence among us to-day of a recognized class | peasong why a man who is permitted to own one 

of great capitalists who command a number of | hundred thousand dollars should not also be permitted 
agencies and forces, which had no practical existence || 45 own one hundred million-dollar) 

among us as recently as the election of Abraham There may, however, be a good and sufficient 

Tincoln, to the Presidency of the United States. reason why the man who owns one hundred million 

- Tt is said of Mr. John D. Rockfeller that he may be debarred from saying who should own and 
might transform a hundred paupers into millionaires enjoy the vast accumulation of wealth when he him- 

and still remain a master of tens or scores of self. is: dead. 
millions. ; . There is, indeed, much reason to believe that we 

. The names Vanderbilt, Astor, Rothschild and shall within a quarter of a century witness some new 

Gould Se Poa toc with wealth; but a glance experiments in the direction of laws, regulating the 
into their history shows that their wealth has not transmission of property. 
been acquired by any lucky stroke of fortune; but by a a He Mea 

a combination of unflagging industry and rare per- 
ception of the fitness of means to ends. TH EA FRI can Q u E STIO n. 

The foundation of the great Vanderbilt fortune LURA A BURCE 
was the buying of the Harlem Railroad in 1860. Among the much discussed questions of the day, 

Not all of the profound wisdom and keen heads | there is none of more interest than Great Britain’s 
of Congress was able to foresee the great fortune extension and maintainance of power in Africa. 

which lay in the ownership and development of rail- The entire area of the Dark Continent is about 
roads. ‘ 11,900,000 square miles. This vast extent of land 

Mr. Vanderbilt foresaw it and was sufficiently | Which hitherto has been almost an unknown wilder- 

enterprising to place himself in the possession of the | ness, is now he eu up cae ake ane 
fruit. nations of the world are called upon to control its 

f The Astor fortune, too, is the result of industry destinies. 
and insight. John Jacob, the youngest of the Astor The climate of this continent in the interior and 

brothers, it is said, left England almost penniless. | on the highlands is all that could be desired, but the 
He began his career in the City of New York by | coast and low lands are unhealthful for civilized 

selling musica! instruments. A little laterheengaged | people, on account of the dampness of the atmos- 

in the fur trade, which he found very profitable. phere and prevalent disease. The soil in the vicinity 

At the beginning of the present century he was | of the rivers and on the plateau is rich and fertile, and 

worth one quarter of a million dollars. This he | insures an abundant growth of vegetation, while the 
inyested in real estate on Manhattan Island which | resources, vegetable, animal and mineral, are numer- 
increased in value so rapidly that his fortune soon | ous and extensive, including ivory, gold and dia- 
assumed stupendous proportions. monds. The large rivers above the cataracts, which 

The founder of the Rothschild money dynasty, | are always found near the mouth, are open to naviga- 

Meyer Anselem, made his fortune in the banking | tion, and the ports although ee for foreign habita- 

business. His sons continued increasing the busi- | tion, are good landing places and supply stations. 

ness until the Rothschilds have become the brokers Some of the political reasons for the development 
and bankers for nearly all of the governments of the | and settlement of Africa are, the rival foreign inter- 

world. ests, and the difficulty of finding territory elsewhere 

J. Gould made his first five thousand dollars by | to annex. 
surveying and map making; but the key to his fort- At present, almost a whole of the gar : 

« une was the purchase of railroad stocks. under the sway of European powers; Englan 

Thus falas that the large fortunes, for the most | France and Germany being the chief contestants. 

part, have been won through the same kind of honor- The territory claimed and held by France is
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mainly in the west, and she holds the trade of all the | Egypt, that time will never come. 
colonies on the western coast. Between Algeria and So with this brief outline of the possessions of 

Senegambia, and Senegambia and Lake Tsad, all is | Great Britain, we can see that she holds the main 

under the control of the French, even the rocky | avenues of trade from the rock of Abyla to the 

plateau of Sahara. stormy cape. As she herself is girdled by the sea, 

The German lands are in the eastern and central | her navy girdles Africa. Her grasp is sure and 
part of Africa, and are considered a valuable annex- | strong. So long as her powerful navy rides the water 

ation to the German Empire. from Gibralter to Simmons Bay, she holds the other 

In the last twenty years Great Britain has | nationsin the palm ofherhand. But, like Carthage, 
increased her possessions in Africa sevenfold, and is | let her once lose her mastery of the sea, and she can 

still pushing her posts farther out and grasping more | be beaten, sacked and pillaged. 

territory. As to the location of these possessions, ee a ‘ 

they may be geographically divided into those of 
Western, Eastern, Central and South Africa. TH E. GER MAN AR my Oo F TO- 

Those of the West consist of a large tract of land, DAY. 

known as the Niger Territory, in the vicinity of the MYRTA C. BAKER, 
Niger River, and three small districts on the extreme Mr. Gladstone once said of the German Army, 

western coast. ‘it is the most tremendous weapon the skill of man 
The British East African Company, under their | ever forged.”” What has made it so? Is it the 

charter, have acquired sovereignity over a vast terri- | organization of its army? We answer, ‘Yes.’’ 
tory in the East and interior. Uganda which com- | Every free born person recognizes his responsibility 

prises the greater portion of this territory is separ- | to protect his person, home and family from attack, 

ated from the coast by about fifty miles of desert, | but Germany is the first nation that has called upon 
and borders on Lake Victoria Nyanza and the upper | one and all, to be ready to protect his country, and 
Nile. Its inhabitants are mostly slaves and its only | has organized and drilled the whole people for this 

product is a little ivory obtained by elephant hunting. | purpose. The burden is great but is borne by rich 

Great Britain maintainsa government here and keeps | and poor alike. From his seventeenth to his twenty- 

the natives in subjection to an annual cost of £60,000. | fifth year, every German belongs to his country. 

South of Uganda and off the coast. is the small | For three years, unless he has passed high academi- 
island of Zanzibar, which is also under the British | cal examinations, he is patiently and slowly taught 
protectorate. The population consists of 200,000 | ali that would make him a better man and a better 

hard working slaves, whose lives in consequence of | soldier. 

their compelled bondage, average but ten years. Germany is very particular about the education 

That her Majesty maintains a squadron for the sup- | of her soldiers. The raw recruits are divided into 
pression of this slavery, only adds to the disgrace, for | companies of fifty, and a specially selected officer, 

itis used as a cloak to conceal the actual facts. with tive under officers and lance corporals, as assist- 

About ninety years ago Great Britain first laid | ants, is put in charge. 
her hand upon South Africa, and ever since, she has The work is light at first, but gradually increases 

increased her possessions at an average rate of 11,000 | until the greater part of the day is spent in theoreti- 
square miles a year. All this land has been obtained | cal instruction. 
from the savages at the cost of immense sums of Great attention is paid to the development of 
money and thousands of lives. The tribe which has | supple muscles, and all gymnastic appliances that 
given the most trouble, and which it seems almost | would further this purpose, are used. 
impossible to subdue, is the Matabeles. The land They are also drilled in all the details of success- 

which they occupy is known as Mashondland, and | ful warfare, such as choosing ground, building 
was granted to the British by King Lobengula, | camps, skirmishing, doing outpost duty, throwing up 

against the wishes of his people. The natives were earthworke, and reconnoitering, and thus in the fall 

much wrought up over the appearance of the whites, | of the first year, they are ready for the general field 

and a bloody massacre followed. They are a very | exercises, which in many respects imitate real war, 

warlike people and cannot be keptin subjection; con- | and accustom the men to forced marches, camping 

sequently the strife still goes on. out in all sorts of weather and in overcoming actual 

England now controls lower Egypt, but states | difficulties. 
that as soon as that country can offer guarantee of In these mimie wars, the German Emperor, as 

her power to maintain independence, she will with- | actual Commander-in-chief, takes an active part, i 

draw. However, it is generally understood that, on | sometimes commanding a cavalry division, sometimes 

account of the readiness of other nations to grasp | a complete army corps. He takes a special interest
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in all that would, in any way, benefit the army, and | 
is a tireless worker in promoting its welifare. By his G LA OSTONe AM Qo H OME R ULE. 

activity and zeal he inspires the men and arouses in T. J. WILCOX. 

them a greater ardor. The position occupied by the Hon. William E. 

A German soldier is not pecuniarily benefitted, Gladstone, the giant among modern publicists, and 
for the wages are very small and barely enable him to his intimate connection with the Home Rule Move- 

live. He is magnanimously provided with clothing | ment, have placed him prominently in the public eye 
by the Kaiser, this arrangement always enabling him for the past score of years; and small wonder that 

to exchange one suit for a better. this is true, when we consider the personality of the 

We in our Civil War first taught European | ™an. He is slight and nervous, but bears a counten- 

nations the value of railroads in making military | ace wherein the eager student-look of the reader is 
operations easier, and no nation has been more bene- most beautifully blended with a singular sweetness 

fitted by this knowledge than Germany. She now of expression, while his mental endowment, both in 

has special troops drilled in this branch of work, its capacity for detail and breadth of knowledge, is 

alone, and from Berlin, she has thirty miles of rail- wonderful. 
way, which was built and is operated entirely by As an orator he is worthy the highest admiration, 
soldiers. The government provides all material | 2®@ debator he is universally acknowledged to have 

needed, and the troops are drilled in demolition, as held the first place in the House of Commons, while 

well as construction. Other conveniences in the use | 20 one is hie peer in mastery of detail, moral fervor 
of which the soldiers are drilled, are the balloon | 2nd intensity of feeling. His wonderful flow of lan- 

detachment, moveable electric search lights, and the | guage has charmed and captivated the minds of the 

telegraph. They also have stations for carrier learned and illiterate alike, touching the spirits of his 

pigeons and messenger dogs, which carry messages auditors with patriotic thrill, and quickening into life 

from the out post to the main body. the lcftier feelings of humanity. 
No nation has yet been able to grasp the secret In scope and variety his oratory is almost without 

of the composition and education of Germany’s large limit, and it is generally conceded that his eloquence, 

corps of officers, the possession of which would for breadth, force, versatility and purity of diction, 
greatly benefit any nation. far surpasses that of any of his contemporaries. 

The officers are all appointed by the Emperor As a statesmen, Gladstone stands pre-eminent in 

and combine all things which make a man, morally, all English history; his financial and general legisla- 

financially, and educationally. The German officer tion has been invariably far-seeing and for his 

preserves unity among his men by having the wellfare | country’s best good and his efforts, in this regard, 
of each one at heart and by treating them as his | have never been marked by failure or defeat. 
equals. Ever kind, ever merciful, ever just, the cause of 

Thus we see that in time of war Germany, on a | suffering Treland long appealed to the better nature 

very short notice, can eall forth an army, strong not of this “Grand Old Man.” His presistent friendship 

only in numbers, but very efficient in all points. In | for the Irish cause has been shown again and again 

fact, she surpasses all European nations in military | in the progressive measures, championed by him, for 

affairs. the general development of Ireland. The woes of 

But, you ask, is such an army needed? In reply | fair Erin, England’s adopted daughter, came home 
to this, Bismarck says, “We need to have asstrong an | to him with added force as the years crept on, and 
army as'is possible to be raised.”? Lying as she does | his charity, kindness and justice were at last erystal- 

in the midst of Europe, she has at least three sides | ized in his beloved measure, the ‘‘Home Rule Bill.” 
open to attack. On one side is the restless, warlike Why was Gladstone’s position not the true one; 

nation of France, and on another Russia, both pos- | why should a race of civilized, intelligent people be 
sessing very strong armies, and from position, having denied the right of self government; why should every 

great advantage over Germany; so we see she must | petty office be bestowed upon some British sycophant? 
be strong to preserve her identity. Bismarck said, | It seemed to Gladstone, as it seems to me, and as it 

“We Germans fear God, but nothing else in the | must seem to every honest and upright man and 

world; and it is the fear of God which causes us to | woman, that Ireland’s cause was just and that the 
love and cherish peace.”’ Home Rule Bill should have become a law. Canada, 

In this unstable world a nation isstrong and able | another province of the so-called “Mistress of the 
to preserve peace, only when equipped with such an | Seas,’? has her own Parliament and Governor 

array of forces, as insure victory. General and makes her own laws, while Ireland, 

sie 2 gy eels ett eres Hi, whose sons have won British battles on the land and 

have gained for her victories on the seas, been promi- 

nent in wisest legislation and stood fearlessly at the
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tiller in trying times of state, is denied, asa privilege, Our unparalleled prosperity in former years 

what she is entitled toas a right—a voice and hand | induced European capitalists to invest immense sums 

in her own government. of money in American securities. 

But, no, Gladstone, though venerable with years Many of these investments have been withdrawn 

and national service, went down to dire defeat | in the last few years, not from any lack of confidence 
because he advocated the bill providing for it. The | in our industrial habits, our national resources, nor 

same causes contributed to the defeat of Gladstone’s | in our trade and commercial standing, but through 

most cherished bill which had ever operated to tyran- | fear of trusting their money in a country which is ° 
nize over, oppress and enslave the Irish people. The | constantly threatened with asilver basis. As soon as 

insular pride, prejudice and chauvinism, character- | the capitalist, small or great, shall know that the 
istic of the British nation, cried out, ina loud voice, | United States have definitely adopted the gold stand- 

and would not be gainsaid, and, on the weak pretense | ard and consigned silver toa subordinate monetary 

that Ireland, if granted Home Rule, could not be self- | role, the savings of Western Europe will flow toward 

sustaining, the bill again came to ruin and disaster, | this country. The abandonment of notes and paper 
while Gladstone himself, battling with all the energies | money issued by the state and the definite adoption 

of his mighty mind and vigorous body, went down in | of gold as the sole standard will ina few years help 

ignominious rout, was forced to resign his ministry | to make the United States as great a financial center 
and retire to private life. as England is today. 

Nevertheless, the cause of Irish independence is An eminent French economist in reviewing our 

not dead, but sleepeth, and the day, yea the hour, of | situation says, ‘‘Placed between Europe and Asia 
awakening is at hand, when baffled plans, withered | the United States can aspire to take from England in 

hopes and dead ambitions will awake in glorious res- | the course of the next century the commercial and 

urrection. financial supremacy heretofore enjoyed by that 

The desire for political freedom, and the divine, | country.” 
inherent right possessed by all humanity, to govern It will not suffice to possess in abundance coal, 

themselves, lives in every true Irish heart; and we | iron, cotton, intelligent workmen and bold and enter- 

Americans, Columbia’s favored sons and daughters, | prising employers, it will require equally, perhaps 
reared under the far-stretching shadow of Boston’s | indispensably, a monetary system that is definite, 

“Cradle of Liberty,’ and almost within sound of the | rational and unchangeable. It is beyond dispute 

angel-voiced bell of Freedom, should reach out our | thatthe uninterrupted administration of the single 
hands, across Atlantic’s waves, in fraternal sym- | gold standard in England since the beginning of the 

pathy; to those struggling patriots of Erin; for | century, has helped in a marked degree to assure to 

surely, when we have so much, shall we not give to | Great Britain its present financial status. 
those who have not? Let usat least extend a kindly At the present time throughout Europe and even 

thought to those oppressed brothers of the land of | in France, prudent people try to have a part of their 

the harp and the shamrock. Gladstone, an English- | fortune in pounds sterling, because it is known that 
man, has given the best energies of his life to the | the pounds sterling are the only true money, that is 

cause of self-government for Ireland, and shall we not | to say, money that is not exposed to new legal 

think that such an effort, such steadfastness of pur- | arrangements. 
pose, such loyalty to the law of God and man, shall If the United States are to attain a commercial 
sometime, somewhere, somehow, be rewarded? If | and still more a financial position equal to that of 

not on earth, at least beyond the liquid azure of the | England, the dollar must be given the qualities of the 

bending skies there awaits a crown of eternal and | pound sterling; that is, there must be no sort of 
everlasting glory for the brow of the ‘Grand Old | doubt that it is a gold dollar and that never for any 

Man.” reason or under any pretext that which is called a 
dollar shall be paid in silver. 

0 u R Fl nan c | AL SITUA Tl D n o The Americans are preeminently a practical 

BLANCHE M. FERGUSON. people building their government upon the experience 

The present time will be recorded asa period of of Overy day, Ee eataee than Pot the fine spun 

great financial distress. For several years past trade theories, oe oUF: poliical Scpnomniee: Ong BNGUSIOFE 
conditions throughout the country have been un- of the thirteen eae were Bore ee i declane 
settled and public confidence badly shaken. that no state shall coin money, emit bills of credit, or 

The greatest statesmen of the age have sought to make anything but gold and silver a legal tender in 

discern the cause of the severe crisis and the most payment of debts until they, had learned fom nigel 
generally accepted conclusion is, that the real cause ience, but when once convinced of the ansecurity of 

lies in the unsettled condition of our currency. their currency basis, they worked like heroes for the
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reform. | the busiest seasons of the year, the best workmen 

It is therefor to the people we must look for the | receive about $4 per week, and at other times from 
settlement of the money question and history teaches | $2.50 to $3.00. 

us it cannot be placed in safer hands. | With wages like these it is necessary for the 
Questions of great importance in our land are not | womenand children to do something toward their own 

settled by Presidents, nor by Congress, nor by legis- | support, so in many of the village houses, are seen 

latures of the states, but by the hard common sense | small shops or a few articles displayed at a window 
of the people, who in their own good time and way | forsale. In this way the women earn a little and 

have heretofore adjusted all differences wisely. still remain at home. Working out by the day, the 

panera netted children earn from 25 to 30 cents. Many of the boys, 
LABORING CLASSES In ENMG= | having gone through the village school, go to the cities 

i ano to seek employment, sometimes finding it, or if not, 
5 to mingle with the throngs of the unemployed. 

BLIZABETH M ANDERSON. The education of many of the city working 

In the world’s history, each age has had its | people consists of a knowledge. of their trade, and 
problems to consider. During the last twenty-five | what little information they can gather from their 

years, one of the most important questions has been, | associates. In 1870, during Gladstone’s ministry, an 

What can be done to improve the condition of the | important change was made toward the advancement 

laboring ciasses? In England this subject has been | of education. District schools were established, 

of special interest and long and thoughtful consider- | properly controlled and the attendance of all children 
ation has been given to it. between the ages of five and thirteen compelled. 

In London, during some years, according to | The people now see the benefit of an education among 

Booth’s statement, nearly 120,000 receive pauper | the working class. Of the great countries, the 

relief. In one district nearly 30 per cent of the | people of England rank among the lowest 

people are on wages less than $5.25 per week, which | in ‘education. Yet it is claimed by some, 
is considered the least wpon which a family can live; | that more skilled workmen would be secured, if, 

and 42 per cent, although in regular employment, || instead of being detained in school, the children 

never get more than $7.50. Some inspectors claim | would commence at an earlier age to learn their 

that at certain times about 25 per cent of the children | trade. 

attending the Board Schools, go in the morning The advantages of the present workman far 
either without any breakfast, or with an insufficient | exceed those of the former. His food is cheaper, 

one. more plentiful, and articles are now obtainable which 
At some trades, as where oils and drugs are | a few years ago were scarce even among the wealth- 

bottled, little girls aretput to work as soon as taken | ier classes. Improvements are made on the buildings 
from school, and kept all day in a room smelling | where he works and better ventilation secured. 

strongly of oil, and then receive ouly very small | Railroads now extend all over the country, and other 

wages. Sometimes they are put at work where | modes of travel have come into use, bringing the 

man’s strength is needed. remote parts of the country into closer communica- 
One essential! object of the working man is to | tion. Now at the different stations, early in the 

live near his work. To do this, he is obliged to | morning, crowds of men are collected waiting to take 

endure many hardships, He may obtain a number | a train to reach their work. At a comparatively 
of rooms in a crowded tenement hous», or he may be | small cost a short excursion beyond the city and 

able to have a small house by himself. Generally | every day life, may be indulged in by a great number. 
this is poorly constructed, poorly ventilated and is There are no uniform hours of labor but some 

not the attractive place home should be. Then there | organizations have secured eight hours, while at 

are nearly 50,000 families whose homes consist of but || other trades the people work from fourteen to fifteen 

one room, and sixteen hours a day. By shortening the bours 

The manner of life in the different English vil- | employment is found for a greater number, the lab- 

lages is very much the same. There is the squire, or | orer obtains more rest, is less exposed to danger and 
land owner, and the farmers instead of owning their | disease, and is better able to do his work. 

own lands are the tenants. The villagers find em- Efforts are being made continually to better the 
ployment under these two classes, Those working | condition of the people, and long will be remembered 
for the squire receive better wages, live in better | the name of one who is nobly devoting her life to this 

homes, and very seldom come to real want if they | cause, Lady Henry Somerset. In London alone ; 
have been faithful workers. But the greatest suffer- | there are tens of thousands always out of employ- 

ing from poverty is among the rural laborers. During | ment, and from such idleness can we expect any good
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results? If more of these could support th»mselves | ies. For in the quiet fields near where the canal was 

by honest labor might not something different be | started, there are acres and acres of cemeteries and 

looked for? The benefit would be felt, not only by | thousands of wooden head-stones. 
the people themselves, but by the whole nation, It is strange that not only Nature but man 

Se ee should choose exactly the same spot to show exactly 'Y. 
THE PANAMA SCAN DAL. how disagreeable and unpleasant they can be; for 

those whom the fever did not kill, the Canal Com- 

eee Medea e any robbed; and the ruin that to th ti 
Lying between the two great countries of North Pee eae Renner ee en anne 

Bday a of France and the scandal that spattered almost every 
and South America is a narrow strip of land that has i 2 i 
deni ‘ 5 public man of that country fills one with melancholy 
urnished a most important chapter in the history of . T ‘bl ie : 

apeinast and disgust. It wasa terrible experience to which 

TG aie ave orice Lehiolder there esems tte be the honor of France was pledged; but the leeson was 
a ‘, a - Betts wholesome, and she emerged the better for it, and 

something uncanny in the manner in which this strip } |, pai ee 
. French public life was purified. 

of mud and water has resisted the advance of man, i 
Bi BR : cane As for Ferdinand De Lesseps, “The Grand Old 
joined the people of two countries without permitting i § 

th ff é Man” of France, we prefer to believe that he has all 
em to use it asa thoroughfare, stopped the meeting ie as i 

g on” along been the victim of his own enthusiasm and 
of two great oceans and hindered the shipping of the smi cs 

world, misled by a crowd of designing men. He isdeseribed 

It is no wonder that so great a man as Ferdinand by et me oH : ee a : 
De Lesseps, he who had gained the confidence of the | ®% 22V28 an almost Lypnotic powel- ‘ ; 

A . | life, of vigor, of belief in his own plans. He fascin- 
people by his marked success at Suez, became presi- : 
a i i Z ated people because he promised them what they 

lent of a Company and succeeded in gaining the aid 
ai wanted. The peasants of France poured the contents 

of not only the nobility, but nearly the whole of : : : . 
iPeance of their woolen stockings at his feet. He lent his 

Men were dazzled by the hope of wealth, and rca ean - eet hs a rie oe ve Tea 
influenced to sink three or four millions of hard- ane ao ae : ce ote ite ne 1 na 
earned money in what every one who looked into the Lane a oraLaelatea HF CONTIN en ey Re kaiae ye 

| . an appointment that made him lose his mind in his old 
matter, must have known was an absolute impossibil- Ho died of a broken thearebraken) byiRHS 
ity, the attempt to cut a ship canal through a moun- aie x = ie OE OO a eer neo ae y 

tain range, shaken by earthquakes and crossed by a erate ee 
torrent. aii 

The press had been bribed by lavish advertise- > BISMARCK. v7 
ments, and it cost millions to keep the bankers 
friendly to the enterprise and willing to help deceive HARRIETT 8. McDONALD. 
the thousands of small investors. Shiploads of Across the Atlantic not quite a century ago, the 

machinery were dumped at Colon; engineers who | Congress of Vienna formed a confederation of thirty- 

were no engineers, and about fifteen thousand men | nine states; and those states were the nucleus around 

were set to work, whose sole industry was leisure | which the present Germany grew. 
And after five years of work, shallow iniets on either Nine years later, Austria, Russia and Pruesia 

shore, a great scratch from Colon to Panama, and the | formed an alliance in which the sovereigns promised 
white posts of the surveyors represented all the | to regulate their conduct by the precepts of the 

progress made. Gospel: and the princes of the confederation promised 

The fields of Waterloo and Gettysburg saw a | to give constitutions to their people. Instead of that, 

sacrifice of life but little greater than the fifty miles they crushed out as far as they could, everything 

of swamp land; and certainly they saw no such | that would promote union. 
inglorious defeats, without a banner flying or the But during the revolution in France the spirit of 

roar of musketry to cheer and inspire the soldiers who | liberty extended far and wide, and the Germans 

fell in the unequal battle. But these young soldiers | demanded “freedom of speech, liberty of the press, 

of the transit and sailors of the dredging-scow, had | and a constitutional monarchy.” 

no promises or sentiments to inspire them. They Germany lay at the mercy of her enemies, but 

were not fighting for their country, nor doing battle | help was coming, and in the form of one of the grand- 
for their God, but merely digging a canal. And it | est men of the 19th century, Prince Bismarck. 

must strike everyone that those of them who fell The enemy was conquered, and one victory fal- 

i doing their duty in the mist of Panama and along the | Jowed another like the shifting patterns of a kaleido- 
gloomy Chagres river deserve a better monument to scope. Thus step by step he helped to make the 

their memories than the wooded slabs in the cemeter- | Germany of today. The word too is something more



eT eee 
than a mere geographical expression, When we We can predict still greater things for Germany, 
learn of the magnificent fleet, surpassed only by that | and when they come to pass, we will know that it 
of England, France, and the United States; and of | was Bismarck who started their growth. 

the innumerable schools that are scattered over the | He has grown to be an old man, and the curtain 

entire surface; and of its happy, industrious, music- | is almost ready to fall upon the last act. But we 

loving people, do we wonder that Bismarck today is | leave him where we found him, so that we can still 

the most popular man in Germany ? imagine him walking about the stately, old castles, 

When seeing him, some ask whether that tower- | and perhaps gazing into the glassy waters of the 
ing form surmounted by brain is human or super- | Rhine, which many a time he has helped to make red 

human. A Frenchman might answer one way, an | with blood. 

Italian another. Can an American, with an ocean And when we remember his victories and look at. 

between us, answer the right way ? his grey hair and feeble form, we would fain repeat 

Bismarck and Napoleon! One a great warrior, | these words— 

the other a great statesman! Yet we find their char- “The paths of Glory lead but to the Grave.” 
acters in many respects alike. Hach had that ee 
strange compound of frankness and ferocity; each 

would say mass with the priest before robbing his THE Nel SOUTH. 

church; each would write wise, tender letters to his HALYN CO. WIGHT 

friends. Napoleon had grand opportunities but 

unlike Piemnel he did ie read them. We mi te Oe oN Honan SED Ge, 
Sere besuphelbetors | the UGemnans: marching from the recent war, with proud victorious j 

Birmarck was distrusted—yes—even hated by them, ae tae ae CAB MUU des potting. 2 
nor would they allow him to strike for German unity. cera yee Fab pil the henor anes naan 

But the Austrians defeated, and the treaty of heroes. Have we thought of the army, that, went 

Prague brought about, then, and not until then, was home it defeat not victory ? ; 

the first of Germans truly known to his own people. Think of the footsore Confederate soldier bay Be 

And when in after years, they disagreed with him, turned southward ee Appomotax, a 180, 
ie es buttoning in his faded gray jacket, a paper which he would say, ‘‘Remember, friends, your resistance to is i (i F ¢ 

me, when I proposed to strike the first blow for | ¥®5 to bear testimony to his children of his fidelity. 

Geena anit Think of him as ragged, half-starved and heavy 

fal Ce to his statesmanship, many differ in hearted, returning to his devastated home, where all 

the fatherland itself. Some, perhaps, despondent trade is destroyed and his people are without law or 

by nature, will think of the cost of the institution. | MOPCY- : ; i i 
Others, more sanguine than discerning, will see in the Does this hero in gray sit down in puLleunees and 

unity, strength, and influence of Germany the fulfill- despair? Not fora diy.\ “The brave soldier becomes 
ment of the chief duty which fell upon this age, and | 2" energetic worker, and places that were made black 

will give all honor to the leader in the great work. and hideous by smoke and To of ‘pestilencs are 

In public life Bismarck is imperious and jealous, | 2° proud cities and ere ee the’ homes a 
yet prudent; in private life, genial and witty. He free and happy people, rejoicing in the work of their 

; ones received a medal for Rescue from Peril, and to | OW? hands. The BO a ee aie ee 
one who noticed the lonely adornment, and asked and fine farins, schools and colleges, churches and 

about it, he replied, ‘‘I am in the habit sometimes of hospitals have risen upon the ruins of the past and 
saving a man’s life.” prove the onward march of progress in the New 

When he was seventy years of age, his birthday South. 

was celebrated as a grand national event, and many Before the war the ee er areas 
regrets were passed him when he retired from public | #eticultural People: je eyy diel aot ydevelepey mai, 
life in 1890. For it seemed ae if the great star of facturing interests: great as were their own natural 

ope, which Germany so much needed, had risen, resources they preferred to have their raw materials 

done its duty, and was now slowly fading from view. exchanged for foreign manufactured commodities; 
When he shall have vanished entirely, he will be and as there were no factories, large cities were not 

missed by every class, but especially by the people of | needed. Tn this respect the change is most striking. 
the laboring class. For it was he who helped them Large tracts of land that were a tenantless wilder- 

win their rights, and made the state recognize them. | Ness, are now great cities, the pure of whose many \ 
He had many faults, but still, when we look at thousand inhabitants would be a pride to any coun- 

Germany in the true light, we know that the nation try. ‘ i che aan ieee Wears 5 ment of their en 2 
ac not be as it is if Bismarck had not come to the axecta upon’ Chatindaira )Nontélly Aianta land
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many other places, of now national prominence, | Wealth and honor are in the pathway of the New 

which make it easy for us to forget that a few years | South. Her influence is aiding the advance of civili- 
ago, they were simply prosperous trading posts. | zation, and the energetic work of thousands of the 

These people were not long in finding out, that the | inhabitants, together with the love and pride they 

prosperity of the South did not depend on her mon- | have for their country, is fast placing the broad and 
opoly of cotton growing and mineral products alone, | Sunny South, in such a position, that the people of 

but upon all forms of manufacturing industries. this youngest and mightiest republic of the earth, 

The attention of the world has been recently have every reason to be proud of the land, and of the 

drawn to the South, and much has been learned of | people, whose fathers signed with theirs the Declar- 
her progress through the great Cotton State, and ation of Independence, and who illustrated the heroic 

International Exposition, which was held at Atlanta, | courage of American citizens at Valley Forge and 
last fall. The wonderful wealth of the Southern | Yorktown. The resources of this portion of our com- 

: resources was well expressed by Hon. Geo. R. Brown, | Monwealth, are greater than those in the possession 
in his speech at the opening of the Exposition, when | of any other country of equal size and she must soon 

he said:—‘‘We are indeed a happy and prosperous | forget the errors of a misguided past and resume the 
people. We haye coal enough to keep all the fires on | Once proud position in civilization’s advancing col- 

earth continually burning. The products of our | umn like the Old South, having the same love and 

cotton fields will cause the smoke to rise from the | veneration for the men who made it long ago, but 
factories of every civilized nation on the globe. We | under different conditions, now a New South, a pro- 

have marble and granite enough to build all the | gressive South and a great South. 
+ earth’s structures. Our forests are as inexhaustible nd 

as the boasted lands of Norway and Sweden. Our a 
orchards are laden with golden fruits and our fiocks H | & H ER sc H cols A nN ou n | 

are fattening upon a thousand hills.” V E RSITI £5 OF GER MANY. 

The South is indeed a region of unequalled nat- LAURA FOSS. 

ural resources. The soil isadapted to every branch of What do the schools and universities of Germany 

agriculture. The wealth of the forests and mines | bring to the minds of our educated people? Shall we 
cannot be estimated and the climate is remarkable. | rank them superior to those of our own country ? 

The manufacturing and mining industries are stillin | Shall the educational flag of the German Empire 
their infancy, but who can doubt the future indus- | wave above our own? 

trial development of the New South ? Most people have a vague idea that we are sur- 

The schools have not been behind in this line of | passed by Germany in their educational arrange- 

progress. There is still room for improvement in the | ments, but few realize to what an extent they are 

village schools, but the city schoois are doing the | ahead of us. Not only as regard the liberal provision 

same for education that the North, East and West | made for higher education, but in the careful manner 

are doing, and not only is attention given to books | in which the schools are adjusted to the wants of the 

but industrial training has its share. Ten years ago | people. 

there was a feeling among the people that it was a The German schools find room for all forms of 

disgrace to have an industrial training given to a boy | intellectual learning. Look at the list of classes and 

or girl at school, but all the states have become revol- | professors of the German universities. Are they not i 

utionized, and their schools for manual training are | a fair picture of the world of knowledge? What 

now inferior to none in the whole republic. nation can outweigh the value of the education that 

In this prosperity of the South, the negro, who has come to us and to the world from the land of 

comprises about one-third of the entire population, | Froebel and Pestalozzi? 
has not been without some progress. Mark the con- Ask the man who is investigating any question,— 

trast; thirty years ago a few quilts, chickens and | who is trying to make himself master of any abstract 

pumpkins comprised their entire possessions. The | question—be if historical, philosophical or theologi- 

exhibits in the recent exposition, at Atlanta, have | cal, if he is not compelled to read twice as many 

shown: that they have taken many forward steps. A | German books as those of any other language. Is 

building at the exposition was set apart especially | this from any lack of power as compared with the 

for them and there they displayed the result of their | German mind? Or is it the perfection and thorough- 

activities in various lines of invention and business | ness of the German system of education that makes 

! enterprise. As the slave had Frederick Douglas for | this ditference? 

a leader, so the freidman has Booker T. Washington, The intellectual element of Germany shows itrelf 

and his school at Tuskagee, Ala.,is helping the negro | in other ways. ‘Che land where. Beethoven, Handel 

to advance more than we can realize. | or Wagner have lived and labored has also a rare
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artistic atmosphere. If you turn to literature the | German universities have held their own in rivalry 
same is true, here you will find some of the best works | with those from institutions from other countries. 

of literature. In short, Germany sets before itself | The schools of Germany have drawn the eyes of all 

the ambition to represent totality of human | the intellectual world toward them, and scholars 
knowledge. wander hither from all parts of the world as of old 

The schools of Germany are independent, though | they sought Bologna or Paris. It is the final stage of 

in unison with each other. There is a complete | the student’s progress, and when he has reached it 
absence of rivalry on the part of the different schools. | he may well exult, for he is indeed in possession of 
They work in harmony, none overlapping theotherin | a new power. 
any way. Asmall place like Rostock with only 34 pro- —_—— 

fessors and 135 studeatsis as good as Leipsic, where the 
numbers are 150 and 3,000, because Rostock meets the m ODE R nN A Re H ITE GTU A E. 

same requirements. The difference is one of size, not ‘i NELS B NELSON. i 

of species. ‘Instead of scattered material getting in The science of architecture, followed out to its 
one anothers way they work harmoniously to one | full extent, is one of the noblest of the fine arts. qt 
great design—to train thinkers, is not merely a science of the rule and compass, it 

The whole of the educational machinery is con- | 4¢s not confine itself exclusively to the observation 

trolled by the state; the people grow to regard the | of just rule, or of fair proportion; it is, or ought to 
universities as institutions of the government, not | b® a science of feeling more than of rule, a ministry 

depending on them for support. They are supported | f the mind, more than of the eyes If we consider 
by contributions from the national purse. They are | how much less the beauty and majesty of 8 building 
neither aristocratic nor democratic; they are what | G¢pend upon its pleasing certain prejudices of the 
the should be—national. As the railroad, telegraph | Ye than upon its rousing certain trains of meditation 

or post office are in the hands of the state, thus the | #1 the mind, it will show in a moment how many 
schools are one of its branches of internal govern- | mtricate questions of feeling are involved in the 

ment. raising of an edifice; it will convince us of the truth 

By this arrangement discipline is also maintained. | °f @ proposition, which might at first appear startling: 

You may ask, how can there be such a thing as dis- “That no man can be an architect who is not a meta- 

cipline at Berlin or Leipsic? What hold has the uni- | Physician.” FH 
versity on the individual student? It has a very Modern architecture—and it is a contradiction of 

strong hold. When the university makes its author- | terms to apply the name to anything that is not con- 

ity felt, it is inflexible. And well it can afford to be. | nected with modern life,—is not concerned with the 
Being a state institution it does not depend on the architecture of Michael Angelo, of Alessandro Galilie, 

tuition fees for support, and is not afraid to dimin- | OT other architects of the Renaissance. The 

ish the number of students. What American insti- | Churches, palaces and public buildings erected by 
tution would dare to send away over thirty students these architects, though not deficient in individual 

and keep them away ? They could not afford to dim- | merit, have nothing in common with the life of to-day. 

inish the income thus; they are too dependent on the | Their work has a great historical interest. Their 
tuition fees derived from the students. methods and designs will well repay study, but here 

The professors are not disturbed by the insults 0 | their value ends, Human life has advanced centur- 

mutinous youths. He has nothing to do with the ies since Michael Angelo prepared the design for St. 

university discipline. His duty begins and ends with Peters at Rome, and though his work is not less 

himself. He is free to lecture on what subject he | great now than it was in the days when he him- 
chooses. No man can become a professor in a | Sely personally superintended his marvelous under- 

German university unless he has pursued a certain | taking; it belongs to a previous age, it represents 
line of study and produced important results. He | previous ideas, and is thus behind the rapid march of 
must have been a special investigator, or in other | modern life. 
words must be a specialist. Every student feels that Not that we have passed beyond the need of the 
he is in the hands of a master. And well he may, study of man’s earlier works in architecture, not that 
for these professors have made a long and thorough | We cannot take lessons in design and construction 

study of the particular branches they are teaching. from those who have gone before us, not that we 

And they know how to incorporate in their work all | have outgrown the work of our predecessors nor that 
the new discoveries. we have reached a point where the promptings of our 

The schools of Germany realize that we are living | inner consciences will act as the safest guide in the 

in an area of progress, and make special efforts to | making of good architecture. Nothing is more neces- 

keep abreast of the times. At every period of their | sary in the present day than an attentive study of 
existence, the students that have gone forth from the | earlier architecture; but we should not deliberately
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reproduce past designs and methods for no other FRENCH SOCIALISM. 

reason than that they are old and have been ussd 
poe : ALVIN SUTTER. 

H Every atom in the universe has its governing 

It would be worse than foolish to demand that an | foro, Nakae is but the sum of these eee So in 

arehitact should be thoroughly original; as it would society, control is the ground-principle. Deny this, 
be to ask an artist to cut loose from all the proyen and we destroy society, not strengthen it. Refuse to 

principles and traditions of his profession and invent recognize the necessity of government, and we delude 

an entirely new method and a novel system. What ourselves, mock Nature, and reyile God. 

may be reasonably asked, is that he have an individ- The primary component of society is the individ- 

ual Point of mew and modernize the adaptation of old | yal, Rigid control is the only medium which can 
principles without disturbing the real. spirit: of the raise the individual from the passion-enslaved brute 
same. Let him develope and extend these principles ESS eda UT 

we meet the requirements of 4 modern life, Tee next element in the social state is the family. 
et him in fact, work as nearly as possible in the same | He who would destroy that isa maniae. Conirol is 

direction that the: masters of ancient architecture the sacred tie which binds in one heart the love of 

would have done if they had been dealing with the parents, the bonds of brotherhood and the service 
modern problem of design, plan and construction. of God. 

i The architecture of the Renaissance concerned The third constituent is the sum of individuals, 

itself chiefly with religion, and the Brouieey triumphs orthe state. It is in defining the powers and limita- 

of thie Painters and architects were obtained in works tions of the state, that the various social schemes, 

that ‘had Boueloue significance. In our day, art and whether logical or fantastic, practical or visionary, 
architecture have departed widely from the exclusive have been propounded 

control’ of religion. Architecture especially is no The ideals of Plato, the dreams of More, the 

yal ee a ahr bss nee SF blood-written tablets of Draco, the filthy dungeons of 
el soi ut Se mu ee ti on ces ek teh are | the Bastile; the dagger of the assassin, the riots of, 

one Se ede Se the mob, have successively taken place in the kaleid 
ure which have no precedent in previous times now Gee eC neaae 

command ‘the “attention of’ the “architect. “The The socialistic agitation of France is divided into 
theatre, the railway station, the warehouse, the fac- three phases. These differ largely in means and 

tory, the hotel, and various civic and public struct- method, but are united in seeking an altered 

ures which are constantly being erected in new and edvitiadtion 

ern lpia eeshla stay a eluaetadl blake llaliaadantie sth The Collectivists are not entirely removed from 

Pa ae vibes! ‘ t our civilization. Having as their standard the his- 
_The artistic side of architecture, the side on | toric and economic foundations of German demo- 

which the ancients particularly and justly prided | cratic socialism, drawing that inspiration from its 
themselves, is entirely wanting in the structures of altars, and indorsing revolution, they are regarded as 

today. Ourarchitects are compelled throuzh the force | the hope of socialism. 

of modern demands, to give the greater part of their Ths Bianquists are dizzy in securing that which 
time and consideration to the mechanical problems they know not how to use; are frantic in the pursuit ; 
of their art. We may not have as artistic structures, | of a phantom, with no phantom in sight. They are 

but we have more useful ones, which are better | not akin to anarchists, since they recognize a leader. 
adapted to the requirements of human existence. They have a means, but no end. 
The dwellings of the poor in the nineteenth century The Anarchists would remove every vestige of 

often receive more attention, are more carefully built, | our civilization. Hissing vindictive imprecations 
and have more ample appliances for the preservation | against all authority, they denounce property as theft, 

and maintenance of good health than the castle of government as a superstition, wickedness as forced 
the thirteenth or the palacs of the fifteenth century. upon man by control. They would usher-in the 

Y It is on such grounds that modern architecture | plissful era of peace and goodness, the glorious realm 
rests its claims and asks the. consideration of | of no-government, anarchy. 
thimking people. For if the physician who discovers Such are the echoes of socialism that are to-day 

a new medical system; the surgeon who devises some | awakened in France. The Collectivists have un- 
skillful operation which preserves life, is entitled to doubtedly the most rational foundation; and, were 

the lasting gratitude of humanity, surely the ‘Modern they to abandon their revolutionary means, might 

Architect” should also be entitled to an equal reward hope for success. The Blanquists are impracticable, 

for performing a not less Breat service in placing daily | seeking to destroy what they cannot rebuild. Ex- 
life in an environment which prolongs it. tremes never will and never can succeed. The very
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extremes of the Anarchists make them weak. Every | Davidson, who propelled a car on the Edinburgh and 

great government has its preparatory stages. Social- | Glasgow Railway. Since that time men have been at 

ism has not yet passed these. Though now extreme | work on the problems of electro-motive force and the 

and infeasible, its root is justice, and justice will | latest experiments in that line have proved beyond a 

conquer. doubt that within a few years, electric locomotives 
As long as there is a Lazarus to kneel in suppli- | will be as common as steam engines. 

cation; as long as there is a tear of regret for exist- The wonderful developments in this and other 
ence; as long as there is a sob of pain; os long as | branches, of recent years, is due almost wholly to 

there is the suffering of an innocent, is society faulty. | the better understanding of what electrical measure- 

But, as there is a God in Heaven, these things willbe | ments can, and ought to be made, and how to make 

rewarded; and a time will come when all shall bear | them. Most of this increased knowledge has been 
one another’s burdens, as Christ be lord indeed. by research, stimulated by the failure of the Atlantic 

Seta ee Cable in 1858. 

MARVELS OF ELE CTRICI TY. At the present time Thos, A. Edison and Nikola 
BERT WILLIAMS Tesla are possibly the most prominent experimentors 

i in electricity. 
Electrical Phenomena have come to be such an Hie ites pellacoverion thadle atthe Matson ty dell 

important factor in the administration of our daily shops are in connection with the Roentgen Rays, 
affairs, that this period in which we live may weil be commonly called X Rays. By the use of his fleome- 

called the ‘ Electrical Age,” just as former ones have svope the bones of the human hand, may be seen at 

been called stone, bronze and iron ages. once, when before this discovery it tool: two or three 
What is electricity ?, We may say that it isa | yours to obtain a photograph. 

form of energy, a power of doing work. _Whence The experiments 6f Nikola Tesla, at one time an 
comes this energy? It may be generated in many employee at the Edison laboratories, are now aston- 
ways. Perhaps the most common form is frictional ishing the world of science. 

electricity. (i During his lecture course at Princeton, Yale and 
Among the most marvelous of uses to which this | 4) or Bastern colleges, he took into hia body over a 

‘ wonderful agent is put, are medical, surgical, agri- million volts of electricity when heretofore a few 

cultural and motive. i thousand were supposed to cause death. During and 
A mild current applied to the body of a pationt | 5+ 4 few seconds after this experiment his body and 

will supply him not only with a tonic that stimulates clothing were enveloped in a white light. | He claimed 
every muscle, but will also if properly applied invig- | ¢,at the electric light of the future needs no wire 

orate the brain and nervous system. : connection with the source of the electricity, but will 
Probably the most wonderful surgical operation | },4 ijaminated by induction. 

ever performed was one in which electricity was a There is certainly a brilliant future for electric- ; 

factor. A gentle current was applied by means of a ity, for electrical irrigation alone, will at least quad- 
fine wire needle, to the heart ofa man from whom ruple the world’s capacity for supporting its popula- 

life had been proven to be extinct. By this means tion. Electricity has brought $100,000,000 into 

the heart was caused to beat and the man brought profitable investment in the United States alone. 

back to life, Within five years it has taken possession 40 per cent 
M. Paulin of Montbrisne, France, was the first | of our street railways. 

to demonstrate that electricity drawn from the air + Tesla estimates the power of Niagara Falls at 

was useful in agriculture. He proved that it was | from five to six millions of horse power. This con- 

capable of inereasing the growth of a crop of potatoes | verted into electricity would make the workshop a -~ 
nearly 50 per cent. Not oniy were the potatoes | school and the laborer an educated director: of 
themselves benefitted, but also the vines, some of | machines instead of a drudge. 
which grew to be nearly six feet high. Mace be Lig 

Acting on Paulin’s suggestion M. Barat found 
that Bose potatoes nearly all farm products were LOUIS PASTEUR. 

benefitted more or less. Spechnoff, a Russian scient- KATHRYN HENRY. 

ists, found that a brief electrification of seed, nearly The last half century has witnessed a great dis- 

doubled the rapidity of their growth. covery in science: a discovery which has laid at rest 

The proposal that electricity should be used as a | the theories that for centuries have blinded and mis- 

motive power on railways is nearly as old as the rail- | led, and in their place has given those entirely incon- 

way system xtself. In 1837 when it was doubted | sistent with former ones. 

whether steam locomotives would ever come into gen- This discoverer was Louis Pasteur, and well may 

eral use, an experiment was made by Robert | he be placed first upon the list of scientists, for it is
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he who discovered that cure for which thousands of From the time of the final triumphs of his 

lives have been saved,—the cure for that most | theory—1886,—Pasteur, loaded with honors, sur- 

dreaded of diseases—hydrophobia. rounded by the affections of his family, enjoying uni- 

The work done by Pasteur is immense, because | versal respect and admiration, lived until his death, 

in his investigations he has, touched upon physical, | the twenty-eighth of last September, in the magnifi- 

natural and medical science. cent institution which bears his name. 

His first discovery, that of animated germs, Built and endowed by the French people, and of 

showed that these are not spontaneously produced, | all civilized nations, the Pasteur Institute has 

but that they people the atmosphere and the bodies | become the center of chemical and_ bacteriological 

which surround us. Following close upon this dis- | studies. But especially intended for the treatment of 

; covery,, came his famous theory of fermentation, | rabies, then, from all countries, go numerous unfort- 
meeting with much opposition and only accepted | unates, tormented by an awful dread and threatened 

after a severe struggle. with a frightful fate. They return to their homes 
His determination to finish whatever he under- | comforted and cured. Thus the Institute has 

took is well illustrated in his labors to discover the | become a source of relief from human suffering and 

nature of the silkworm’s disease. Obliged to work | the day will come when the succeeding generations 

in a greenhouse where the heat was stifling, in a | shall engrave upon its frontis-piece this modification 
short time he fell ill and his physicians warned him | of Dante’s famous line: ‘Gather hope ye who enter 

of the danger, telling him that if he continued staying | here.” 
in that place it might mean death. But Pasteur ——— 

quietly remarked: “I cannot give up my work. I TH E G R OWTH Q F GE R m An 
am within sight of the end. I feel the approach of c ITI ES 

discovery. Come what may Ihave done my duty.” . 

That was grandly said and is worthy of remembrance. JESSIE L. MONTGOMERY 

Martyrdom may be found in the cause of science as Municipal government, which is becoming more 

well as religion, and no one illustrates this statement | and more the problem of the day, has been more 

more fully than does Pasteur. completely solved in Germany than in any other 
But still greater things are in store for him, | country. Although somewhat tardy in beginning this 

for the logic of his method led him, step by step, | work, now since it is once started Germany is carry- 

up to man himself, and to Pasteur belongs the glory | jing forward the movement in a more speedy and 
of proving that in the human body, living germs are | systematic manner than any other nation. Her 

the cause of contagious diseases; and of applying to | thoroughness and patient treatment characterize her 
human ailments his theory of the attenuation of | jn this respect as in all her other undertakings 
virus, thus preventing disease and even stopping its While German cities may be older than American 

growth when already at work in the human cities, they are in point of government and growth 
organism. i much younger. They have questions, too, to solve 

Thus he not only showed the cause of the disease, | ith which American ones do not have to deal; their 
but at the same time pointed out the remedy. citizens are not as rich, thousands of the best ones 

His anti-rabie treatment was thoroughly tested emigrate to other lands, and military science is com- 

and firmly established; it has since been introduced pulsory. Yet in spite of these disadvantages, 
the world over and has everywhere met with remark- | G-imany has solved these municipal questions more 
able success. + | effectually than any other nation. 

To Pasteur, then, the physician is indebted not Let us look at a few of the German citiesand see 
only for the knowledge of the cause of infectious dis- | 4. changes that have come over them within the last 
eases, but also for an infallible remedy against the twenty-five years. American people are of the opin- 

most dreadful of all maladies. jon it is their cities alone that have had such a 
Beyond a doubt thousands of lives have been | remarkable increase within the last decade, but 

saved and certainly there is none to whom our suffer- | German cities have undergone even a more remark- 

ing humanity owes a greater debt of graditude. able change. We find that although in 1876 New 

He is indeed the glory of his native land, but he | York was ahead of Berlin in regard to population, 

is more, he is also the glory of the close of the nine- | Berlin today has a larger population; the growth of 

teenth century. Hamburg has been more rapid than Boston; Leipsic 

Endowed with keenest insight, with unwearied | than St. Louis; and Dresden than New Orleans. 

energy and tenacity, during long years he con- | The physical transformation of these three cities 

centrated his thoughts upon the same subject with- | is also worthy of notice. Instead of the narrow 

out being discouraged by the opposition he met. thoroughfares of former days, the streets are the
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pride of the German people, being wide, well paved, | universe it inhabited. vena single century ago the 
and surpassing those of any other country in regard | wisest human intellect could not conceive the possi- 

te cleanliness. The cities have also been very care- | bility of the mechanical inventions which are now 
ful to take advantage of all means of transit and all | the inheritance of the poorest and humblest mind. 
water highways. The railway terminals, railroad Man has so enlarged the scope of his vision that 

yards and the factories in the outskirts of town are | he has at last compelled the living brain to paint its 
aii hice nar in Ni ee have | Pictures upon his camera. Who can say, nay, even 

forced themselves upon German cities as well as upon dream, What,the facore will pane co ' 

those of other nations. Berlin after long study and The development of the railroad, if not the most 
experiment succeeded in acquiring the most perfect a eg is certainly: ie met pewcerinl, ang ae 

system of drainage in the world. Hamburg did not | T°#¢RMg accomplishment of mechanic art. truly 
pi the need of pment in this respect ve until | bas the railroad been called the Headlight of Civili- 

thousands of victims had been carried away by the en nae mee Pee nea, ee ae happi- 
cholera;c:now\) the drainage: haambeen:asqmuch.| 2298.t0.bhe Carmesh and most remove Cisiice. 
improved as the water supply. Not only have the If you would know the full extent of its power, 

cities contro! of the water supply and sewerage but | carry yourself back to the day when the shrill 
they have also taken charge of the gas and electrical | whistle of the engine was not heard in Northern 
plants. — Wisconsin, to the time when Eau Claire and its sur- 

On the care for the sick, the cities are far in | roundings was a vast common. 

advance of those of other countries, being organized With the introduction of the railroad, came the 

in such a way that the needs of the people are imime- | transformation of a wilderness into a fertile and pro- 
diately satisfied. They also carry on the business of gressive farming region. ‘Towns and villages sprang 

insuring against sickness and accident, and alaw has up as if by magic and occupied the previous haunts 
finally been enacted for the insurance of the working | of a savage tribe. Manufacturing and industry were 

class Agpnst 6 nelplessnoas of old Beri inds | PO nourished by overland commerce, and grew to 
MODY Buc. deen Semen ten | tHe atalwane grant of Ninety-six, who has seen but 

how can all these things be carried on in such an Hite Midlife: 

effectual and systematic manner? The answer to i : a 

this will be found in taking a glance at the executive While the marvelous development of the railroad 
department of these cities. ae the Fotis te eres na which 

The voters are there who pay a certain amount ey are managed are worthy of the greatest praise, 

of tax and this excludes about 10 to 15 per cent of | they have not attained their present position without 

men of voting age. The task of the voters is the | accompanying abuses of a most serious character. 

selection of a good municipal council. The men The great railroad kings send their representa- 
elected for this position are the best and most reli- | tives to Congress and succeed in usurping so much 

able citizens. It is well understood that these men | authority that their action is more arbitrary than 

will be reappointed, and will hold their office practic- | the tyrants of old. In the face of personal prefer- 

ally for life unless they forfeit the honor by some | ences shown; the unjust discriminations; the wild 
misdemeanor. e fluctuations in rates; and even actual dishonesty 

Such is in brief the changes and improvements practised by this railroad plutocracy, it is not sur- 

that have: been made in German, cities within the prising that an agitation has resulted in favor of 
past twenty-five years. Is it not indeed amost wond- | ( State Ownership. ” 

ance? 8 : a 
a ee nation can point to changes as great ? But the remedy, in this case, is worse than the 
Then is it nota true statement that German cities | disease. In countries where they are under 

a are far ahead of us in respect to Municipal Govern- | ‘‘ Government Control” they have shown nothing of 
ment, and must we not turn to that nation to solve for | that vigorous life and growth which can be obtained 
us some of the problems with which we have been | only by free competition. Moreover, in countries 

struggling in vain for the past twenty-five years. ruled by the party system, the government railroads 
psc OES would surely be used for party purposes and the 

attending abuses more threatening than those of 

Cee eae EEE E On private corporations. To remedy the existing evils 
THE RAILROADS. then it is not necessary that the government assume 
JOHN R. COON. control of the railroad, but that the railroad be com- 

The Nineteenth Century is indeed the golden age | Pelled to surrender its control of the government. 

of mechanical improvement. For ages the haman The railroad management was not-given their 

race lived in ignorance of the simplest laws of the | authority. They took it. The people who have the
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right to govern fell asleep and had their rights taken |- With these proofs, we cannot but think that if 

from them. all organisms did not come from one source, it was 

What is necessary to recover those rights isan | rather a curious coincidence that they have struct- 

increased interest and a more earnest participation by | ures so nearly alike. 
all men in matters of public concern. As to the missing links, the special creationists 

With this increased interest, the activity of the | have probably never considered the vast secrets which 

people can be depended upon to carry out into effect | lie buried deep in the undiscovered rocks and ocean 

the Declaration of Independence in which the con- | beds, by which we conclude that time and the dis- 

sent of the governed is laid down as the foundation of | coveries of man will reveal many facts to complete 
all just authority. our theory. 

Add to this the words of Lafayette ‘For a nation But an explanation as to the manner of develop- 
to love liberty it is sufficient that she knows, and to | ment is demanded. 

be free it is sufficient that she will it.” Among the first theories put forward was that of 
eee continued use and disuse of organs, by which 

. it was claimed that organs unused on 

THE o0c TRINE OF EVOLUTION. aceount of changed conditions of life, lost their 

HARRIST R GREENE. former power or disappeared altogether, and that by 

Centuries and centuries ago, there was wander- | the law of heredity these wealenesses were transmitted 
ing around indefinitely in space, a cloud-like mass | to descendants, causing a variation. 

without form or definite motion. From this chaos, But it remained for Charles Darwin to bring to 

after a separation into parts and after a development light the theory of Natural Selection or the struggle 

probably occupying ages, our solar system is formed, | gor Life, which has almost universal proof. 
and our earth is prepared for its many and complex He maintains that in life a continual struggle 

organisms of today. Be exists, and that in this battle those who are best 
The earth is ready for living forms, but whence adapted to their conditions will survive, while others, 

do they come? That is a question that has occupied | who are weak and unable to stand on equal foot- 

the mind of every scientific thinker since man was | ing with their neighbors, perish. 

far enough evolved to make use of his thought Thus together with inheritance, this creates a 

power. Yet we know no more about it than at first. variation, which with the continued use and disuse of 

The chemical composition of the egg can be exactly | organs, correlated variation, changed conditions of 
copied, but no vital force appears. The problem has | jife and other complex laws of life and inheritance, is 
at last been laid aside as one of the insolvable mys- | ~laimed by Darwin to have brought about the ascent 
teries of the world. " of species from the moneron to man. 

Some have claimed that they can trace the re " 2 
* N “ a i One of the criticisms of this theory is that no 

ascent of species from a little colorless and unspecial- | . r : eo i 
ized cell, the moneron, through forms gradually in- intermediate links are found. But it is easily seen 

ereasing in complexity to the highest product of that if-a NBS Aes begins ‘to vary and continues, the 
chest later variations; or the new species, on account of 

This does very well for a theory, but where are better adaptation to ey conditions of life will sur- 

the proofs? ‘These may be found by a study of the vive, while the intermediate links disappear. 

embryonic development, structural likenesses, and One theory is introduced by Drummond, which 

rudimentary organs of animals. although spoken of by Darwin, is not brought out by 

The embryos of higher animals, besides being in him so forcibly. This is Altruism of the Struggle 

their earlier stages exactly alike, gradually assume | for the Life of Others. 

forms which disclose their ancestry. As for struct- Drummond claims that this battle is not the 

ural likenesses, comparing the arms of men, wings of | selfish struggle which has beon represented. He i 

pirde and fins of fishes, we find that they are all built | shows by the love of parents for their young, and the 

on the came plan. Consider also the wisdom teeth, | protection given helpless members of a species, that 

hair on hands and arms, and third eyelid. On the | a struggle for the life of others exists, which tends to 

basis of special creation, why these useless organs? deerease the fierceness of the battle, and arouse feel- 

In the geological formations of the rocks, buried | ings of loye and unselfishness. 

deep in the earth and sometimes opened to our view, Since the first thoughts of evolution came into 

is written a history as plainly and authentically, | the minds of its founders there has been a fierce con- 

though not as completely as may be found in books: | gict between religion and scienés. But according to 

In this book of Nature we find forms ascending from | tn Jaws of Natural Selection, science has conquered. 

the simple to the complex, through the different There is no reason why these two schools of 

periods, all showing more or less relation. thought should not agree, az it certainly cannot take
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away belief in the Maker of the universe, if this | as Chanceilor. Such was the situation of Germany 
theory be rightly considered. twenty-five years ago. Let us look at her present 

Neither must we set aside the book of Genesis to | situation? 

believe in evolution. The greatest objection is the Now Germany’s feelings toward France are not 
days mentioned in the first chapter of that book are | bitter, but why should they be? She has defeated 

generally taken as days of twenty-four hours dura- | France and gained the leadership of Europe. France 

tion. But the Hebrew word ‘tyom,’’ which is trans- | is rather a source of pride to Germany because 

lated day, also means age, and may be used in the | Germany has defeated her so thoroughly. France, 
same sense with perfect correctness, especially since | however, stands ready for revenge and she will take 

the geological formations demand such a translation. | it when the time comes that she can regain her rank 

Though many writers have mentioned the fact | among nations without imperiling her own existence. 

that there is a Ruler over all these changes, far more Russia being inclined to take the part of France, 

leave that consideration out entirely. It certainly | put Germany between two enemies. Bismarck, 

can take nothing away from the splendor of creation | realizing this situation, endeavored to strengthen the 

to have the forms slowly evolved under the guidance | power of Germany by forming an alliance with the 
of an all-powerful Hand, nor from the grandeur of | surrounding countries. i 

evolution to have this Fland to guide the changes One of these was the Triple Alliance between 

and keep the fossils hidden in the rocks to furnish a | Germany, Austria and Italy. Thus Italy, which 

history of by gone days to the scientific searchers of | had hitherto been considered as an enemy to 

this Nineteenth Century. Germany, was brought into a more friendly relation, 

uit fp Mee and this friendship has continually increased. 
Fo Fe, ode Disputes have arisen between Spain and 

TH E FOREIGN RE LATIO ns {UF | Germany, but these have been peaceably settled and 
CERMAN Y the two countries are on friendly terms. 

; That Emperor William now wishes for a more 
FEARL S. BRITTON intimate Russo-German relation, isshown by the fact 

Thirty years is not a long period in the historyof | that he has written to the “Czar” that he expected 

the world, but in that time the leadership of Europe | to attend the coronation fete at Moscow. There is 

has changed from the hands of France and Austria | no other instance in history where a German 

to these of Germany. Out of a country divided into | Emperor or King of Prussia ever attended the coron- 
petty states has grown a united Germany governing | ation of a Czar. 

all Europe. Another evidence that the German people use 

In 1861 and ’62 when William I became king of | their power for works of peace and development 
Prussia and Bismarck was placed at the head of that | instead of warlike conquests, is shown by the opening 

government, the many petty provinces of Germany | of the North Sea Canal. This required the united 

were under the leadership of Austria. But from this | strength of all Germany. 

time, Bismarck’s great object seemed to be to wrest Germany stands today at the head of the 
from Austria this leadership and give it to Prussia. | European powers. Instead of the small unimportant 

This could be accomplished only through war with | province of thirty years ago, she has increased to an 

Austria, and a pretext was not long wanting. In a | Empire regulating the affairs of nations. That she 

Seven Weeks War Prussia, in league with Italy, com- | intends to hold this supremacy can not be doubted. 
pletely defeated Austria, and doubled her territory. | A glance at her large, well formed army assures us 

Thus was the first of Bismarck’s plans fulfilled. that she does not intend to let her power slip from 

Prussia now equalled France in population and | her. Well may Germany be proud of their Empire 

military strength. Both nations were jealous ofeach | and loyally may they exclaim ‘Deutschland tiber 
other and were eager for war. France, thinking | alles, tiber alles in der Welt”? (Germany above all, 
Germany had offered her an ineult in the person of | above all in the world.) 

her ambassador, sent her armies over the German op 

boundary. The field of war, however, soon changed Sei) aa) MU 

from German to French soil and in seven months 

France was completely at the mercy of Prussia. CIVIL SERVICE REFORM. 
Thus we see that Prussia had defeated the tworuling ’ JBROME E GILLETT. 

countries of Europe. This was the time for Bismarck The question of Civil Service Reform interests 

to execute his deep laid plans. every true American citizen. It should be the high- 
The North German Union was enlarged and | est aim of him who would promote the welfare of his 

transformed into the German Empire with King | government to see that its work is economically and 
William of Prussia as Emperor and Count Bismarck | judiciously administered.
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The principal evil which the promotors of this | ing highest in the competitive examinations con- 

movement sought to abolish was the abuse of the | ducted by the Civil Service Commission. The 

appointing power by government officers. To illus- | salary of these officers ranges from $900.00 to $1,800.00 

trate with what rapidity this political octopus devel- | per annum. Additions have been made to this list 

oped, it is but necessary to cite a few facts respecting | from time to time, an important one having been 
the number of removals effected by several of our | made last month, which swells the total number 

presidents. subject to the law to 85,135. 

During Washington’s term there were no The law requires the appointments to be appor- 

removals except for just cause. Adams said that | tioned among the several states, territories and the 

though the pressure to remove was like a torrent, | District of Columbia This constitutes the only pre- 
mere political opinion should not constitute sufficient | ventative of entrance to the Civil Service by all who 

reason for removal, and he proved his sincerity by | possess the necessary qualifications. States rarely 

making none whatever for such cause. When | exceed their quota, and when this does occur, it is 

Jefferson came into power, although he was almost | only temporarily. Promotion is as rapid ascan be ex- 
the only Republican in the country holding an im- | pected and any young man who possesses the requisite 

: portant office, he made but thirty-nine removals | qualifications may aspire to any office short of those 

during his entire term, each for good and sufficient | which are elective and the few which remain 

reasons. appointive. 
When Jackson was inaugurated, he began an The amount of good done by this measure is well 

entirely new practice. He believed in the theory of | nigh incalculable. It has raised the Civil Service 

“Rotation of Office’? and thought, with John | from the control of an extravagantly and inefficient 
Marcy, that ‘‘ To the victors belong the spoils of the | set of political favorites to that of an ecomonical and 

enemy,” and within a period of six months, his | thoroughly capable systematized force of employes. 

removals numbered several thousand. He removed Previous to its passage the holding of an import- 

every officer in the country whose views did not con- | ant office did not always imply that a man’s char- 
form with his own, and’in many instances, appointed | acter was above reproach; no honest man would 

inefficient dishonest favorites whose political belief | stoop to the trickery and bribery often required to 

constituted their only qualification. obtain such a position. Now it is recognized that a 
From that time until 1883 a change in the politi- | person must be honest and eminently well qualified 

cal party in power implied an entirerenovation of the | in order that he may pass the examination required 

Civil Service. for admission to the Service. 
In the seventies people began to realize what Americans of the twentieth century will point 

flagrant injustice they were suffering and to consider | back with pride to the passage of this act as one of 
the possibilities of a reform in this direction. the indications of an improvement and rapid progress 

When our country is in pressing need of help, | made by our country during this period. 

strong men are always ready to come to the rescue. 

Such men are not found wanting at this time. They sage hoe " 
were men of brains, and by their efforts a Reform JAm ES GILLESPI E BLAI ne. 

Bill was proposed and passed in spite of the opposi- 

tion of narrow-minded politicians, who knew that it HENRY KLEINSCHNITZ. 
would take away their influence in securing offices The eminent citizen of the republic, James 

for their friends and supporters. This bill is known | Gillespie Blaine, who but lately fell from his high 

as ‘An act to regulate and improve the Civil Service | place among living men, and who now sleeps in peace 

of the United States”? and was approved by President | and honor in the bosom of the state he loved and 

Arthur January 138, 1883. served, was America’s most illustrious son. All the 

Conspicuous in the Reform movement are the | honors due the distinguished dead were paid by the 
names of George William Curtis and Thomas A. | chief magistrate of the government, by the authorit- 

Jenckes. To both of these gentleman great credit is | ies of states, and by the unrestrained affection of the 

due and it is certain that the Civil Service would not | people to whom he was a tribune. He was one of the 
be what it is today, were it not for their efforts. people, felt for them, sympathized with them, and 

In passing this act, Congress had two objects in | was ready te do all in his power for their political 

view, first, to replace the appointing method with | advancement. Hence the devotion of the masses for 

open competitive examinations for testing the fitness | him. 
of applicants, and second, to take the clerical force of The private life of Mr. Blaine was stainless, and 

the Civil Service out of the influence of politics. the record of his public service is without a venal 

Fourteen thousand places were immediately | blot. In the fierce heat of party warfare in which he 

classified, that is, they were awarded to those stand- | was a leader, in the bitter condemnation which, at
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times, his course invited, no man has ever dared to | and more valuable to the world, has been founded in 
couple with the name of Blaine the suspicion of | the hearts of the people, whom he served so long, so 
corruption. faithfully, and with such signal ability. In the bus: 

As an orator he was persuasive and attractive. | harvest time of death in the year eighteen ninety- 

There was a quality in his voice, and a charm in his three there was gathered into eternity, no nobler 
manner which gave him command over his audience. | Spirit, no higher intelligence, no fairer soul. 
Well may he be called the ‘“‘Magnetie man from meee Ton a, 
Maine,” for no other son of his adopted state has € HA RACTE R STU OY---To LSTOY 
shown to such a remarkable degree the winning ways GIZELLA ROTHSTBIN 

ee ee core eee ee eases nd It has often been said that the history of a nation 
greatness was before the people; he swayed them by | . . ve i nfo 

i pyr" is an account of the lives of its great men. Among 
earnestness of his eloquence, and by the conviction ‘ 

‘ Z i ite these we include not only those who have won prom- 
he aroused in them of the sincerity of his beliefs and | . 7 ¢ re 

. . | inence in affairs of state but also those, who through 
BS ee etc ea ye gee coe eee the progress of their pen—poets and authors—have 
and so irresistible as when under assault or crowded . . 

in digeission'D abl te eh bestowed as great benefits upon their country and : 

Fe aR ae Eero Dee . | upon mankind. Of this class Russia, which in pro- 
He was a consummate politician of the Republi- : a y I _ 

5 * esr portion to her immense population has produced a 
can Party, and through ail his active public life, he ‘ SNS : 

5 z i small number, gives us a noble example in Count Leo 
reached his desired ends by lawful and just means, 7 a : 

5 ‘ sae ‘olstoy. He was born sixty-eight years ago, and 
never using the ordinary poiiiical methods and : uty eae , 3 : 

t A patie descended from a family distinguished in war, diplo- 
machinery to which other politicians were accustomed ye <n : Tet et 
te 1 macy, statesmanship, literature, art, and at Court, 

Oe he isa most worthy representative of its fame. 

As a statesman he possessed pure and lofty Christened and educated in the faith of the 
ambition. Other politicians will be known in history Orthodox Greek Church, at the age of eighteen he 

simply for following the lines of policy laid down by | no longer accepted this faith, in which he had never 
him. He was a powerful instrument in a great | seriously believed. His only belief, beside his belief 
cause. He had unconsciously much of the char- | jn God, was the possibility of perfection, first moral 

acter of the prophet and the seer; this was demon- | anq then general perfection, not in our own eyes or 
strated by his always being in advance of his party. | oyen.in God’s eyes but in the sight of men. To this 

It alway: 8 explains, to a certain extent, the almost | ond he studied and exercised all his powers, but after 
mysterious attachment held for him, by the | suffering continual ridicule, he became desirous of 
great masses of people, who had no opportunity to | winning fame and wealth. He then began to write 
come in contact with his most engaging individ- and became so popular that, when, at the age of 

uality. twenty-six, he went to St. Petersburg he was at once 

His peace conference at Washington followed by | admitted to the best literary circles of that great 
the development and successful carrying out of a city. 
brilliant policy of commercial! reciprocity with the Adherence to the peculiar doctrines he tries to 
Southern Nations, of the Western World, will havea | exemplify as well as teach, has cost him no little suf- 
tremendous influence for ail time. It is an apostle fering. A belief that it is the duty of every man to 

of this noble doctrine of peace, that his name will go | free himself from social control, and indeed from all 
down in the great records of the world to its most | human authority ! a belief in non-resistance to evil- 
enduring fame. Itwas he who gave the American | doers! Is there anything more difficult to teach than 
People a broader view of political life. He taught | this? He shows how the law of the State and the 
those in the field of politics, by the power of his per- | Higher Law often come in opposition, and as he takes 
sonal example, to turn their eyes from local conten- every sentence in the Bible in its literal sense, in his 

. tions, petty rivalries and personal slanders to the eyes a religious war cannot be, as the very words 

high plane of national brotherhood, ‘veligious war’? are contradictory terms. In this 

Such, in brief, was the career of America’s fore- | respect he illustrates his similarity to the French 
most politician and statesman; and as long as | writer, Montaigue. i 

American History treasurers up pure lives and faith- | - Of government he says: ‘One has but to study 

ful public service, as long as public and private | the complicated mechanism of our modes of goyern- 
virtue is revered, so long will his name be cherished | ment to recognize that one set of men make laws, 

by the American People as an example worthy the | another apply them, and a third harden others to un- 
highest emulation, Monuments of brass and marble | reflecting and passive obedience; and these very men, 

are lifting their heads toward heaven in honor of his | so hardened, become the instruments of all kinds of 

fame, but a monument more precious to his memory, | violence.’? He thinks the Church, all creeds, a vs
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teacher of evil doctrines, the State, all governments, | at Gettysburg, and finally the great battles of 

an inciter to evil deeds; and Society, all civilization, | Chicamaugua and Chattanooga, all sealing the fate 

a promoter of evil passions. of the Confederacy. 
During the recent famine in Russia, Count Thirty-two years have passed since those event- 

Tolstoy wrote many articles on the distress of the | ful days and again we see the veterans who foughtat 

peasants, and in them suggested means to be used for | Chicamaugua upon that famous battlefield. 

their relief. One was that the government should All is now resplendant with the beauties of 
organize private societies for the special purpose of | Nature. From the branches of the laurel, oak and 

relieving the suffering. The phase “private societies”? | sycamore come the song of the mocking-bird, and the 

was at once misinterpreted, and Tolstoy, having | warbling of the oriole and Carolina chickadec. 

before used similar terms, was charged with conspir- The grassy slopes and shaded groves afford a 

acy against the government and hishome at Ryanzan | luxuriantresting place where companies of people have 

was surrounded by detectives. gathered to wait until the dedication exercises shall 

While the Count was writing these articles, he | begin. Bright flowers bloom on évery side. The 

was leading a peasant’s life, working for and with the | woods, stretching far away to the base of Missionary 

peasants. In fact, when he heard the piteous cry for | Ridge; present a beautiful appearance. Itisa lovely 
bread, he dropped his literary work and gave himself | day, mellow with the richness of the Southern sun. 
up wholly to them. His own condition was entirely | Old veterans, wearing the blue and the gray, may be 

forgotton, and he would sally forth, regardless of | seen gathered together discussing political, commer- 

weather or roads, to attend to his tea-stands, soup- | cial and social problems of the age. 

booth, corn and clothing houses and to care for the From one of the steel observation towers may be 

sick and dying. seen in the distance the City of Chattanooga, and the 

Besides this and his literary work, Count Tolstoy | historic Lookout Mountain where Hooker made his 

occupied himself in the evenings by making shoes. | famous charge. Almost beneath us, the 

He even had a shoe-maker’s sign in front of his door. | Chicamaugua Creek winds its way among the hills, 

We think it strange for a writer to be a shoe-maker, | and far away the Tennessee River glides along in 
but imagine a gentleman of noble birth and great | silvery whiteness. 

wealth, making shoes for himself and a family which Here and there, on the field, monuments have 

consists of his wife and nine children. been erected to the memory of those who fell in the 
He now lives at Yasnaya Polyana with his wife | struggle; and the line of battle on both sides is 

and children, and his home is always a refuge for | marked with small granite tablets. The field has 
peasants who come to him when in trouble. been purchased by the Government, and is to be dedi- 

Tolstoy teaches us the gospel of work, self- | cated as a National Military Park. 

sacrifice, and absolute sincerity; and in his work he Thousands have gathered on the grassy slope of 

shows us life as it really is, not deceiving us by | Snodgrass Hill, where Thomas, by his heroic efforts, 
making his good characters appear perfect when the | saved the Union Army and won the name, ‘The 

baser ones do not possess one good quality. His | Rock of Chicamaugua.” Upon the summit a plat- 

genius is best shown in his wonderful books he | form has been erected and upon it are seated the 

has written and finds recognition in many countries | orators of the day, and many prominent Northern 

besides Russia. Many visitors from Europe and | and Southern gentlemen. 

America go to Yasnaya Polyana and many admiring Suddenly the United States Marine Band opens 

readers send him letters in appreciation of his noble | the program with “ The Star Spangled Banner, ’ fol- 

works. lowed by “Way Down in Dixie.’”? Amid the 
soe applause which follows Adlai E. Stephenson, vice 

: . | President of the United States, and presiding officer 

CH | CAMAU GUA AN oc H ATTA of the day, rises and addresses the assembled multi- 

nooGA. tudes. Following him comes Gen. John B. Gordon 

and later his opponent in battle but his true friend in 

GD tact Get eile peace, Gen. John M. Palmer. 

Thirty-two years ago the thunders of the Civil Throughout the exercises the most perfect 
War were rolling from the Ohio tothe Mexican Gulf, | harmony exists between the people of the different 
from the Mississippi to the Atlantic. Two years of | sections. The hatchet has been buried and the 

strife and bloodshed have passed with marked | chiefs have smoked the pipe of Peace. 
success for the Southern cause. In the North all Originated by Gen. Boynton, fostered by the 

was dismay; in the South, all hope. veterans who wore the blue and the gray, encouraged 

The year 63 opened with the South still in the | by the loyal people of North and South, the Military 

lead. Then came the fall of Vicksburg, the repulee | Park of Chicamaugua and Chattanooga stands with-
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out a parallel in history. Never before have two city in which the evils of the tenement system are 

Nations or parts of Nations assembled and en- | most conspicuous. If one should stand on a dock in 
deayored to become reconciled to each other. Nor that city and watch an incoming steamer unload its 

can we say that this has been done by man. ‘‘Man | human freight, he would find that it consists of 

proposes, but God disposes.” He, who has watched | hundreds of the very lowest class of immigrants. 

over and protected us as a Nation for one hundred | Whether assisted by philanthropy or coming of their 

and twenty years, has once more united it as one, | own accord, America is the Mecca of tneir hopes and 
grand, free, unseparable Country. ashelter for them must be found. The tenement, 

Time makes many changes, yet the United States | whether sought after or not, is the one home for the 

of America shall continue as long as Time exists. poor immigrant. Visit one of these homes and des- 

And Old Glory, the insigna of Liberty, shall | titution, poverty and vice of every description is 

always wave over the citizens of the greatest of all | visible. To enter, one must penetrate alleys and 
Republics. courts reeking with poisonous gases and ascend rotten 

taille al: staircases which threaten to give way at each step. 

In the home, if home it may be called, still greater 

PRO BLEMS Qo Ei ou R GREAT misery is depicied, for it is here, often in one room 
CITIES. that the family must eat, sleep and live. Diseases 

are contracted in these places and wickedness is 

FLORENCE S. PICKETT. everywhere present. Do you wonder that the 

The cities of our nation may be compared to the | children prefer the street to such a home and that 

human heart. As the blood flowing from the heart | the street waif is so common a sight in our great 

affects the entire system, so the life of the nation is | cities? Some measures are being taken to remedy 

determined by the influences which emanate from the | this great evil. The Building Loan Association aids 
city. How important it is then, that these influences | some of the better class of cliff dwellers to lay aside 

should be wholesome and clean! In years gone by | enough to buy a little home which, though humble, 

people were contented to remain on farms, but now | is a hundredfold better than a tenement. The Free 

the greater advantages of city life are attracting | Kindergarten and the public school system are doing 
them more and more to the great centers of | a great work in bettering the condition of the 

civilization. children. It has been said, ‘‘ Every public school is 

When we think of the poor government in many | a great moral light house which stands for obedience, 
of our cities, can we wonder that they are so | cleanliness, morality and patriotism as wellas mental 

burdened with problems which cannot be solved | training.” 

until citizens take enough interest to investigate The Sweating System is another evil closely con- 
matters pertaining to moral and physical health- | nected with city life. This system is found to a 

fulness? greater extent in Philadelphia than any other city. 
In foreign countries great care is taken concern- | The sweat shops are crowded with dozens of men, 

ing the sanitary conditions of the larger towns. In | women and children each eager to earn an extra six 
America the individual citizen too often feels no | cents, the paltry sum which is paid for a garment. 

responsibility in this matter; but each city is pro- These shops are often responsible for the spread 

vided with certain paid servants whose duty it is to | of contagious diseases; the small-pox epidemic which 

keep the death rate low and stop the spread of con- | so lately startled Chicago, is said to have had its 

tagious diseases. By erecting public baths and wash | origin in the sweat shops of that city. But the 
houses, by providing for public disinfection, and by | greatest evil is to the poor who are being so cruelly 

vigilant care of streets, and attention to source of | grinded by the proprietors. Until influential men 

water supply, sanitary defects may be remedied. | and women resolve to purchase no garments made at 

Perhaps no factor in municipal sanitation is as im- | these places, we cannot look for any great 
portant as the general water supply. The recent | improvement. 

possibilities of cholera in our country have drawn Ifa few more institutions like the Hull House at 

attention to this matter. Nearly every year we are | Chicago and the College Settlements of New York 
startled by the reports of the ravages of typhoid | were scattered throughout the large citiesof America 

fever and other dread diseases caused by impure | a wonderful amount of good would be accomplished. 

drinking water, and the need is felt that more care | ‘Hull House,’ although Chicago’s first social 

should be taken by the proper authorities. settlement represents no association. It was opened 

In our great cities the housing of the poor is a | by two women in the fall of 1889. In this institution 

problem which requires intelligent attention. we find parlors, class rooms, gymnasiums and libra- 

New York, the dumping ground of much of the | ries which arerivalsofsaloons. Everyone is welcome 

poverty, ignorance and vice of the Old World, is a | but none more so than the poor fellow who has began
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to feel that he can no longer struggle against poverty | that American makers are winning away customers 

and drink, It is not charity that Hull House offers, | from the wealthy manufacturers of Birmingham, 

but friendship and sympathy to all whoare willing to | Sheffield, and Manchester is regarded with not less 

come within its pleasant influences. alarm in England than gratification in America. 
Thinking men and women are constantly being Another great step in advance has been the 

aroused to the necessity of solving these problems. | establishment of Reciprocity with some of our 

When through Civic Federation and Citizens | nearest neighbors, which has resulted in a vast 

Leagues reform, is brought about in municipal gov- | increase in trade and has given us courage to move 

ernment, may we not look for the remedy if not the | bravely out into the field of neutral markets. 

utter eradication of these social evils also ? All that now remains to bring us into the 20th 
Century as the master commercial power of the 

globe is ships with seamen to handle them. whether 

OUR CHANCE FO R comm ER- for peace or for war. There is no reason why the 

CIAL SUPREMACY. vessels of another country should do the bulk of our 
CHAS. B. BOYINGTON trans-Atlantic fetching and carrying. ‘ 

Hist ‘ll Gene in Cone ‘a We have no lack of material or skill for ship- 

“O ate me i opal 6 1a: i ts yt e building; and we have the iron and steel and the men 

shinies ih i ‘ ne hive at i ay a arte to build them. All that we need in addition is the 

cae i, nena % He sel is Yer a Bia establishment of a steady, liberal national policy; 

, tae ie) ered ee a ae and the recent progress along this line is commend- 

Oa neil ee ivaninbuilaine hy a able and most encouraging. 

it eu ieiuis tevs dint a fe eel a ea °. The United States is great today because it has 
: Py iC DEDe We ray sa letial Ot eu ace ll daltivatedsthe.anteot peace, and filled the world with 
from different parts of the earth at smaller cost than th ae : M a e products of our industry. Our true imperial 
the home product can be obtained; thus driving the dusasanieons 6 F 

adic if ‘ z lomination is expressed in the figures of our foreign 
Agriculturalist into town industries and in many P i nis Beh: 

fs * aa commerce, is seen in the millions upon millions of 
places causing him to seek more favorable conditions t f inp; awed in uses h 

¢ Climate and Soil ons of our shipping engaged in circulating the pro- 

& "i Ys é ducts of our industry to every people under the sun. 
The energy and enterprise of our people has been : Ba) 

biGaTl Eel WSE! Ewenty tt doh “Eh nee Ours is an empire of barter and exchange of 

e ae eae ab i ae us ie a ar /eyY | commodities, and we have done more to spread the 

Hah Rott ve Me ae sie sie ton oa Hf organiZa~ | benefits of civilization in the world, to lift. mankind 

Mee ute eae Panay uric seas ye te Ween tk in all parts of the earth out of the dead uniformity of 
Our farms, our workshops, our mines, railways Bae : . 

: civilized routine, than any other nation of the world. 
and internal commerce are so thoroughly developed S 

E othit : Let no man despair, but let each become an 
that the Capitalist can no longer find profitable i : 
3 pa a ‘ 2 apostle of the new time, remembering that as out 
investment within the boundaries of the United s Satins ip 
Stat fathers, a puny handful of ill-armed men with justice 

sAsnaetene < and freedom on their side, triumphed over England’s 
What is the remedy for this ? i ‘ é 

. might, in the battle for independence; so will we 
What new field shall we seek for investment and . i 

‘ triumph over her, in the battle for the world’s com_ 
also to protect the investments already made ? : i : 

% merce, and place the United States first, in rank of 
Reason and experience clearly point to our eg 

rn ‘ i Commercial Nations. 
foreign commerce. During the time we have been 

busy building our nation, foreign commerce while not : BE ena Ri a 

altogether neglected has been naturally of secondary * POLITI CAL OFFENDERS OF 

importance. > 

The time has come when it is of primary import- RU 55 “ i 

ance and if we wish to hold our position among the SARA GILLIES. 

great nations of the world we must enter boldly into Between the years of 1861 and 1866 the Russian 

the fight for the world’s trade. Government animated by a desire to promote the 

Our chief enemy is Great Britain, although a | welfare of the people, undertook a series of reforms 

powerful adversary she is by no means unconquer- | which included the emancipation of the serfs, the 

able by people so richly endowed and so favorably | grant of comparative freedom to the press, the reor- 

located as our own. ganization of the courts, and the establishment of a 

To say that we are making no progress in the | system of self-government by means of elective 

development of our foreign commerce is unjugt. | assemblies. 

For the fact that American mechanical products are If these reforms had been carried out in the 

preferred in some of the Spanish American countries: | right spirit, they might have affected beneficially
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every department of Russian life both social and | prisons intended for political offenders and devoted 
political, and would also have saved the country | exclusively to that purpose. Persons arrested on 

from a long revolutionary struggle. Political charges await trial in these prisons. Miss 
Unfortunately the government lost faith in its | Carpa was put into one of these, separated from the 

own reforms and, fearing someone would go beyond | common prisoners by cell partitions, but sharing 

the limit and get entirely beyond control, began | with them all the evils and bad management of the 
almost at once, to restrict the rights and privileges | buildings. The authorities pay little or no attention 

which it had just been granted. The result of this | to the classification of prisoners. ‘‘ Debtors are shut 

action was intense dissatisfaction which manifested | up with hardened criminals. ’? The inmates are not 

itself in outspoken protests and finally ended in | properly provided with clothing, and many are bare- 
disobedience. footed and in rags; men and women sick with con- 

The mass of the citizens and especially the | tagious diseases, are allowed to remain for days with- 
younger class, finding that it was impossible to | out care in cells which are built to hold only one- 

f attain by open and legal measures the objects which | third the number, which are crowded into them. 

they had in view, undertook to act for themselves, The hospitals and other places for the sick are 
and in all the larger towns formed ‘“ Secret Circles” | overcrowded and the medical authorities fail to dis- 
which met at private houses and discussed methods | charge their duties properly. 

of improving the ‘condition of the common classes. Prisoners are detained beyond their term and 
This did not escape the attention of the Govern- wardens are negligent, incompetent and unfit for 

ment and steps were at ‘once taken to put ee stop to | their places. After enduring all these hardships the 
these societies. All persons suspected of disloyalty prisoner starts on her way to Siberia, in December 

were put under the supervision of the police or ban- | when the temperature is 20° below zero. 

ished to the provinces. 5 E ¥ 

Many educated young men and women were oe pastance : FREUHO Hes capeal teyene 
exiled to Siberia, and arrests were made in all the etustatoe spi i pote go) ea ae - ne 

leading cities of the empire. The feeling of hatred usually tae F by eee nesses HenE ia ine Gib ot 

grew more and more intense and the revolutionary Moscow, Nizhni Novgorod, Kazan and Perm. They 
f cannot go allthe way by rail, but steamers ply 

movements more and more terrible. The Govern- $ 

ment increased in severity until, at last, so many betyeen oie cLy, Ci Arm on We eons welge Poon 
arrests were made that all the prisons were filled eae oe uaa ea ten the: Ural. mountains onthe 
with offenders, most of whom were young people of Siberian frontier and takes a southwesterly course to 

the educated class. Both sides attempted to reform, PSC atel na at TM eg e 
but failed, Arrests were made without any cause Since the establishment of the regular steam 
but, as a means of terror, and without a hope of communication and the Ural Mountains Railroad 
obtaining clews to secret societies. exiles from points west of the Urals have been trans- 

In 1884 Miss Ethel Carpa, a young lady of 18 | ported by rail. After they have crossed the Urals 
years, was arrested, but on refusing to give any | those destined for points in western Siberia proceed 

information, was thrown into prison, and was kept in | 0? foot, or with horses. 
solitary confinement for several days, after which a No spot between St. Petersburg and the Pacific 
new trial was granted. Miss Carpa still refused to | is full of more painful suggestions, and none has for 

expose her friends. Other means were now taken. | a traveler more melancholy interest than the bound- 

An officer of the court showed her a forged letter | ary line, or as it is called “ the grief concentrated 

urging her to tell all she could about her friends, and | pillar.’? Here hundreds of thousands of exiled 

thus save herself while there yet was time. She | human beings have bidden good-bye forever to 
supposing that it was genuine, confessed and in this | friends, countryand home. More than one hundred 

way unconsciously betrayed them, and having served | seventy thousand have traveled this road since 1872, 

the purpose for which she was arrested, was released, | and more than half a million since the beginning of 

though followed by spies. When her friends were | the present century. 

arraigned for trial she learned that none of them The feelings of the Russians to-day are not 

knew of the letter, and there wasno evidence against greatly improved with regard to these offenders. 

them except that furnished by herself. Repressive measures cannot remedy evils, but that 
Sorrowing for her friends and wrathful at the | the advancement of the world has been, and is pro- 

treachery, Ethel Carpa attempted the assassination | moted by the protests of its inhabitants against 

of Colonel Katanski. The court found her guilty | wrongs and outrages. Histories show that a people 
and sentenced her to twenty years penal servitude. | which will quietly submit to oppression never 
There are in Russia outside of St. Petersburg, no | acquires either liberty or happiness.
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emerge as ‘‘that phenomenon, the modern news- THE AMERICAN NEWSPAPER. coo 

HUGS he Dike sat tales At the present rate of increase in its marvelous 
In a few days the great contest for the presiden- | facilities, the newspaper of the future will be a still 

tial election will be ended. The result of the last | more wonderful phenomenon. By the aid of the 

two years of electioneering will be known and then | automatic telegraph, sending thousands of words in 
will begin the final struggle which will be decided in | a minute, pneumatic tunnels carrying dispatches 

November. This great political battle will be won | from continent to continent, typesetting machines 

and lost—the result, which must be defeat for one | propelled by electricity, the stereotyping process of 

party and triumph for the other, willbe determinedin | duplicating forms, the daily history of the world will 
one day by the mighty American ballot. Behind the | be compiled, printed on presses at the rate of twenty 
ballot stands the real force by which the battle will | and thirty thousand copies an hour and distributed 
have been won; over the mighty ballot stands the | over the country by lightning trains and airships. 

most powerful institution in the United States—the | The American business man will then be able to sit 
American newspaper. down to his breakfast and with his paper before him 

“The American newspaper,” says Bancroft, | see the mirror of the whole world in that gone forever 
‘is responsible for the liberties of mankind.” How | time—yesterday. 

often has this been demonstrated within the last few The mission of our newspapers is to give news, 
months ! represent the American people and elevate humanity. 

Now what is the American newspaper, this pow- | They are the educators of the people, through them 

erful thing to which rulers cater and governments | we become acquainted with our authors and state- 

look for protection ? men. The newspapers are the protectors of our gov- 
Where did it originate, what is its history, its | ernment, they tell us when our rights and liberties 

present position—its future outlook and what is its | are in danger of being trampled on; they hold in 

mission to man? check powerful and greedy corporations; they keep 
The first American newspaper appeared in | corrupt and ambitious officials from usurping power; 

Boston in 1690, but was suppressed by the authorities they keep society pure and elevated; they are ever 

and it was not until 1704 that the newspaper became defending the poor and weak and opposing tyr anny, 
a permanent institution. Its early history is one of | @ndallits forces. Our newspapers are the guardian 
various phases. The building of railroads, establish- | @0gels of American society, industry and American 
ment of the mail service and the invention of the | liberty. When the American newspaper falls, God 
cylinder press all aided in its growth. Then came | belp America and her people. 

\ the telegraph, the rapid development of which during Our papers are sometimes accused of catering to 
the Civil War caused further progress, which brings | partiesand corporations by which they are controlled. 
us down to about 1880, when began the reign of the | Unfortunately this is true of some of the smaller 
great modern American newspaper. Well may it be | papers, but not of the great dailies that represent 

called great and proud indeed should America be of | the American press. These are too strong and inde- 
these wonderful institutions. pendent to be ruled by cliques. 

Let us invade the domain of one of our great Another fault is that the papers do ‘not give the 

dailies and see what it is like. We find it the busiest most: vital Pees but are filled with eoesty and sensa- 
kind of a place, inhabited by all kinds of people. tional pictures of crime and scandal that are demor- 

The ruler is the editor-in-chief and his staff officers alizing and unfit to read. 

the several assistant editors. Then are the editorial This cannot be denied, but the people are partly 
writers, men of various learning and talent, | responsible for it and ae long as they sanction it, so 

each having his own special subject which together | long willit continue. We cannot expect our papers 
embrace every science and art; the reporters, men | to be better than the people of the times. 
educated for their work either by practical or college But we caa expect the editors of these papers to 

training; the correspondents scattered over the whole | us2 discrimination and choice in the quality of the 
world, the artists, cartoonists and short article | news they give us. They should realize that they 

writers. occupy one of the most responsible and influential 

The domain extends to the four corners of the | positions in our country; that the American editor 

earth and the inhabitants are historians of the daily | 820uld uphold truth and honesty, inspire patriotism, 

doings of the world. Their records are collected, con- | dispense justice, elevate the morais and guide the 
densed and gotten into form by an array of talent, | government. His heart should be the heart of the 

skill and mechanical inventions hardly coneeivable, | American people, his thoughts, his pulse, and his 
They are then put into the press from which they | actions theirs. Wendell Phillips recognized the great
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influence of the editor when he said—* Let me make Having an object similar to the University 

the newspaper and I carenot who makes the religion | Extension Movement is the summer school at 
or the laws.” The editor exerts his influence | Chautauqua, and other schools modelled on thesame 

through the editorials and in that department of the | plan. On the beautiful banks of Lake Chautauqua, 

papers may be found some of the rarest gems of | may be seen every summer the white tents of people 
American patriotism ever written. Abraham Lincoln | who have come to partially make up for wasted days, 

said of an editorial in a prominent paper of war | orelse having had few opportunities in youth to obtain 

times, “I would rather be the author of Gray’s |:an education, they are determined to improve their 

Hligy ina Country Church-yard and that article, | time now. The effort that toil worn men and women 
than anything else in the English language. ” will put forth to obtain knowledge is often inspiring, 

No, our papers are not perfect, yet we know that | and illustrates most forcibly the necessity of improv- 
they are conducted by some of the greatest men of | ing one’s time in youth. This school lasts about six 
our country—men of character and high intelligence, | weeks and each day the people listen to lectures and 

under whose management they are constantly becom- | discourses which will furnish them food for thought 

ing more powerful and influential. Their field of | for many,a long day. 

operation is wider; their contents of a greater variety Not only has progress been made along these 

than formerly and their love of truth, honesty, pat- | special lines, but we may note the progress in our 
riotism and liberty stronger than ever. While they | common schools, colleges, and universities. Twenty- 4 
cling to these principles and the American flag they | five years ago these were scattered so far apart, that 

cannot fall. many were unable to attend even a common school. 
—— To-day such advantages are offered that every ambit- 

~ | ious and determined yyouth may make his way 
TH E PROGRESS OF ED u CA through college. Not only have our colleges and 

Ti OA L | ni STITUT! o n S, higher schools increased in numbers, but alsoin their 

JENNIB M. BRACKETT. standards of work, as fifty years ago, a High School 

In our view of the history of our country during education of to-day, would have, been counted .q 
the last quarter century, it is especially fitting to college education. i ly 
look at the progress which has been made along edu- We, should especially notice the advantages 
cational lines. women of to-day enjoy, over those twenty-five years 

Perhaps the public libraries are among the most | 28) 48 then it was not thought necessary that the 
important of the institutions which have given every | Sis as well as the boys should beedueated. To-day 
ambitious boy and girl an opportunity to secure a inatitutions such as Wellesly, Smith, Mt. Holyoke 

good education. Twenty-five years ago these were and Bryn Mawr, have been established all over the 

unknown except in the larger cities; to-day we find land, which place women on the same educational 
them all over the land, in the little country village, as level as men. 

well as in the city. Ina wel! selected library may be People have begun to see that the best and: only 
found books on any subject, music, art, literature or | Way to ee gcere, both for boys and girls, 8 through a 

science, as well as books to entertain and amuse It | gocd education, and in placing this within the reach 
is true that in small cities the books are not always | of everyone, we have planted yirtue and honesty, for 
wisely selected, but even here, the needs of such well | Plutarch (PANS that these have their ‘‘ spring and root 

chosen libraries, is being more and more felt and | im the felicity of a good education.” 
supplied. Here also may be found the best papers SS oe ae 

and magazines, and those who cannot afford to sub- in FLU ENCES OF TH E LATE EX- 
scribe for them, may thus enjoy their benefits. Pos iTl Oo n 

Another means of educating the masses is by 2 
popular lectures, which have become so common MARY GILLIES 
within the last quarter century. These occurring Within the last twenty years, a number of expo- 

when the working people are free from duty, securea | sitions have been held in our country, whose 
large attendance. Many of the University Extension | influences have contributed in no small degree, 

lectures are conducted by the most able men of our | toward development and progress in many lines, 

universities, —men who understand their subjects and The earliest of these expositions of any import- 
know how to present them to their listeners, so as to | ance was held at Philadelphia in eighteen-seventy- 

make them entertainingas well as instructive. These | six, to celebrate the one-hundreth anniversary of our 

lectures are upon subjects which will uplift and edu- | independence. 

cate, and people in this way have a chance to obtain In the summer of eighteen-ninety-three, at 

knowledge at a slight cost. > Chicago, the most important of these expositions, the
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Columbian, or, as it is. better known, the World’s At these expositions woman’s work was taken up 

Fair, commemorated the four-hundredth anniversary | with a great deal of interest. At the Columbian 

of the discovery of America. Exposition, a building furnished by them was one of 

’ Of more local interest, were a Mid-winter Expo- | the most interesting features. Everything about the 

sition held at San Francisco in eighteen-ninety-four, | building, even the architecture, was the work of 

and the Cotton States and International Exposition, | women. In one of the addresses made at Chicago 

held at Atlanta last fall. The principal object of the | was the following:—‘‘ Even more important than the 
latter was to properly exhibit the wonderful resources | discovery of Columbus, which we are gathered 

of ‘‘ The New South, ’? which were not sufficiently | together to celebrate, is the fact that the general 
represented at the World’s Fair. government has just discovered woman. ”’ 

If it were possible to include in a history, the We have seen that these influences have been 

influences exerted by these expositions, it would be | many and varied, and we may hope that they will be 
seen that each contributed something new to help | far-reaching in their effects: that to them may be 
make up the civilization of the present age. traced much progress in science, art, education, and 

One of the noblest and best lessons given to the the general industry of a country. 

new world by these expositions was the result of the 
association of fine arts in great buildings. We find TH E CZAR AnD DESPOTIS m . 

that American art has made great advances, but it ORRIE ELY. 
still lacks what English art has received from its Russia, the most extensive empire on the globe, 

association with literature. The Americans have also extending from Prussia and Austria to the Pacific, 

Jearned wherein their art was deficient in painting containing eighty-six million of inhabitants, is both 

ba ee and guided by theze helps andl inspi- | directly and indirectly ruled by one man, the Czar. 
ations, it cannot be doubted that a brilliant era will | pore is a perfect picture of absolutism, and the 

soon be begun in this line. despotic ruler may crush down any one who opposes 
The influences of these expositions on education, | him. The Czar, indeed, is the state, and may at will, 

can hardly be over estimated. The Columbian Ex- | as he has often done, squeeze the life essence out of 

position has been well termed ‘the great educator,’ | the poor working Russians. Peace or war, the tran- 

since it placed before our own people a display, vast | quility or the sufferings of his own people, lie in his 
and varied, including all the latest discoveries in art, | hands. 

science and invention. One of the most notable facts The former czars were very cruel, but when civ- 

made apparent, was that nearly all the remarkable | jlization took root in Russia, it became the moder- 
inventions and discoveries of the recent epoch, have | ator of despotism, and now the nearly civilized 

come from English-speaking people, and largely from | Russians, are clamoring for the rights of civilized 
the United States. By studying the educational | man through the Nihilists. 
exhibits, the visitor became better informed concern- The late czars have, indeed, been more lenient 

ing the work that is being done in various sections of | toward their people and better disposed toward 

the country, and learned in what respect others foreigners, and Russia, although ruled by a despot, 

excelled. The teachers who visited the expositions, | has advanced most wonderfully and ranks next to the 

having a general knowledge of the work, took a great | United States in the rapidity of her growth. When 
interest in examining all educational exhibits with | Russia advanced from under the sceptre of Nicholas : 

care. There were carefully prepared courses of | I to that of Alexander II, she advanced from the 

study, schemes of work in every branch, and methods | virile, robust imperialism of a splendid despot to the 

of teaching employed by the best teachers through- progressive and expanding liberalism of an enlight- 

out the land, which could not fail to be beneficial to | ened ruler. When she passed from the reign of 

the observer, in giving him new power to teach | Alexander III to that of Nicholas II she passed from ‘ 
successfully. the tranquil, seeure, vigorous sway of a firm, 

These expositions have also made the country | austere, peace-loving monarch to what? This the 
known to intelligent representatives of other nations, | world is yet to know. The present czar is young and 

and taught them why the United States of America, | seems inclined to rule as his father did, peacefully 

exerts so great an influence in the world’s history. and with the same domestic and foreign policies. 
It is obvious that another influence of these And, as the character of an autocratic rule obvi- 

expositions has been a much stronger competition in | ously depends upon the autocrat, so will the condi- 

trade and commerce, than at any previous time, | tion of his people depend upon the way in which he 

because prizes and medals had been awarded to those | conducts himself. Would that he might become 

whose work was considered the best, and a great | inclined to be more lenient toward his people and 

effort was made to obtain these. favor revolution in the government offices.
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The most cruel acts are committed by the czar’s | state was sunk in the depth of poverty and for this 

officers, the police, the ministers and others. The | reason many honest, but misguided, citizens thought 
criminal and political offenders are sent to Siberia, or | the state would be justified in licensing the lottery 
other parts of Asiatic Russia, where they spend the | on the same principle that liquors are taxed for the 

greater part of their lives. The most popular exile | support of the government. And although it was 

method of the Russian Government is the Adminis- | strongly opposed by a large number of people, who 

trative process, by which any one whois suspected of | thought it would be destructive to the best interests 
becoming dissatisfied with the government, or whois | of the state, the charter was obtained in eighteen 

prejudicial to social order, although he may not have | sixty-eight, to continue for twenty-five years, expiring 

rendered himself amenable to any law may be | December thirty-first, ninety-three. 

arrested, if the minister of the Interior consents, Under this charter the company existed and 
which he never refuses todo. He may or may not | prospered until seventy-eight, when the white popu- 

know why he is thus treated and no rights or priv- | lation, having gained complete control of the govern- 

ileges are given him. But to what purpose is all | ment, resisted the laws made when the negroes and 

this? The Russian Administration says that itis | carpet-baggers held power and in seventy-nine 

not a punishment but merely a preventative, a wise | attempted toannul thecharter. Buta United States 
precaution intended to restrain the people from | judge staid ‘* by a writ of injunction” the repealing 

wrong doing. If this process attained what is | statute. 

sought, it might be acceptable. But it works to the During the same year a convention was called to 
opposite end and makes peace-loving citizens the | frame anew constitution, and it provided that all 
worst kind of Nihilists. lotteries should be declared unconstitutional after 

The effects of Russian despotism can be plainly | January first, ninety-five; thereby extending the 
seen. It restricts the press. For monthsatatimea | right two years longer than was granted by the 

daily paper or magazine, which has become cantan- | charter. Another act of this constitution provided 
tankerous to the despotism of the ministers, may be | that the company should give up its monopoly, but 

stopped. Despotism also represses the ambitions of | this was never more than a paper promise. When 

a man. Man, in all his stations, likes to be recog- | the constitution was submitted to the people, they 
nized as aman, not as a brute, and he, who is without | had either to reject it as a whole, or allow the exten- 

ambition, is a fit companion of brutes. sion of the lottery term; but this was odious to so 
Ambition and the love of public activity find, in great a number of the people, that the Anti-Lottery 

Russia, only one honorable field, that of war. Do- | League was formed to prevent its going into effect; 
mestic activity is servitude under the most degraded they looked upon it as the very worst form of gamb- 

conditions. The highest officials in civil service are ling, for it included in its compass even our women 

mere tools. There is no parliamentary arena, no | and children. 

en for aang, leadership through the DEBE OF Was it not at least a new spectacle to see a state : 
rostrum. Independence of view in the field of liter- engrafting into its constitution for a quarter of a 

ature, frequently leads to martyrdom in Siberia, century a gambling license ? 

insanity or premature death in one form or another. : 

Honors, popularity, and eminence lie in the path of Tp Eco nao vende ung et auch Bon na) 
the real soldier, The acts of a hero, of a commander should be left, to each succeeding legislatures Kut ; 
are his ‘own; he is rewarded as a leader, not asa here the hands of the governinent were so tied that 

omnile instrument. no interference could be made, the control being 

Nor is Russia a decrepit country. Millions of given inte PBS hands of the FOMDEDY « Ay ie 

her sons long for action. The activities of a nation eRe OWL yea conepaye sae Aled Cre ee t 
are bound by a tyrant’s despotism. She is but wait- Bie ay Be ney Aare nen ee peace 
ing for the word from her deliverer to cast off the to jusbice'the terms'of the a ? If the law ee We 
iron bands of despotism and hersclf assume the them the character of a public servant should it not 

sceptre asa nation. retain control over them in the interest of the public ? 

aes AS Oe What would be thought of a government which 
granted to a corporation the exclusive right of build- 

LOUISIANA LOTTERY. ing and operating railways within its borders and 

LILLIAN ELDRIDGE. then giving complete control into their hands? If 

: For more than a quarter of a century the subject | the people would protest against a charter of this 
of lotteries has been a source of continual strife and | kind when railroads are such an absolute necessity to 

opposition. the state, what should be said of a state which places 
The Louisiana lottery had its origin during the |: a band of lottery gamblers above the reach and con- 

dark days of the Reconstruction; at this time the | trol of public authority ?
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This lottery was a business which was enorm- | middle of the last century, but the greater number 

ously profitable and millions were made annually | have been founded since 1850. Splendid results in 
wathant risk or labor. A question often asked wae, these have led to charity organizations, during the 

upon ae zemenienh i sep . we as it em si ico in sixty-five of the leading cities of the 
receive from and contribute e sta ‘ew tens nited States. 
of thousands will cover allitcontributed. Its capital Among the cities foremost in establishing such 

was its franchise funished by the state. If the state | institutions are New York and Chicago. In New 

WereiPo deeply indebted as it was claimed she was, | York we find the famous Cooper Institute, named 

why did she not use this franchise to the best advant- | from its founded, Peter Cooper, whose great object 

age and instead of a paltry license of a million and a | was to educate and elevate the industrial classes of 

quarter a year compel the company to be satisfied | the community. This institution was erected by 
with the profits already made and she herself conduct Cooper, at an expense of $650,000, to which he has 

the business for her own benefit. If this had been | gince added an endowment of $150,000. 

done how much good she might have accomplished The plan for this institute provides for regular 

= establishing schools and building levees and char- | courses at night, free to all who choose to attend. 

itable institutions. i It includes a large library resorted to by about 1,500 
The honest citizens of the state objected to the readers, galleries of art, photography, political 

selling of the fair name of the state for a price, also | gcience and all other branches that will tend to 

to this means of supporting the government rather improve and elevate the lower classes. ¢ 

than in the usual honest way; but the strongest The evening school has a regular attendance of 

objection to the lottery was to its influence on the 2,000 pupils. The whole number of instructors 

morals of the people, for, the foundation of peace employed is thirty. 

and prosperity, testa on individual morality. Cooper expressed his motives for founding this 

So aiter a long struggle the government institution as follows: ‘‘My own lack of education 

attempted, an, DPE ro, $0 tax all lotvenes out of | ted me, in sympathy for those whom I knew would be 

existance Oe Beanie Od nee ora Scan the con- | subject to the same want, to provide for an institu- 

oe pt manent Pam Fano WeD a DEES tion where the course of instruction would be free to 
transmission of gambling matter from state to state all who wish to obtain an education. ” 

end Bey ue or aptment one more triumph. of the It is impossible to estimate the influence of such 
national conscience has been won and henceforth it an institution. It has proved to be the model of 

vo) ndbnes ehechye! Menken’ paainety ally allied similar schools in many large cities of our country, 

gembhngnterests, among which are the ‘‘ Pratt Institute of Brooklyn, ” 

FS anuapanny eat ae “Drexel Institute,” of Philadelphia, and more 

CHARITABLE EDUCATIONAL IM | oe er Nitsteof Chicago, 
STITUTIONS. The Armour Institute is the outgrowth of the 

HELGA 5B. LUND “Little Mission ”? founded by Mr. and Mrs. Armour. 

What can we do to the best advantage toward It has the usual departments of mechanics, mining 

relieving the sufferings of the poor and needy? and architecture. It is fitted with the latest and 

There is, probably, no question more frequently pre- best improvements and presided over by thoroughly 

sented to the public and none more difficult to solve competent instructors. 

than this. The founders’ idea was to make the institute 

Usually the poorer classes are supported by the | self-supporting and put it beyond the need of apply- 

aid of the city in general and sometimes by the char- | ing to the public. With these facts in view, the 

ity of individual persons. Then there are the lower | Armour Institute is placed on the same ground as 

classes who are not directly supported by any one, | the Chicago Charities. The Hull House of Chicago 

but who, on account of their slender means, are | is another charitable institution and is divided into 

unable to obtain an education in any line, and conse- | social, educational and civic departments. Thereare 

quently are forced to labor at the lowest kind of | sixty classes for educational work and the enrolment 

work. for this year will reach ne It ae 164 

Would it not, then, be a good plan to continue | instructors besides the 100 engaged in the niversity 

the erecting of educational institutions by means of | Extension department. 

which the lower and poorer classes can obtain an edu- It has also a large library of about 300,000 

cation and thus support themselves by honorable | volumes, which are read enthusiastically by all the 

labor ? pupils. 

A few such institutions date as far back as the Though few in number these institutions have
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furnished means of education for thousands of | greatness of her strength she has neglected every 
people, but of course cannot provide for the millions | means of defense. 
who are waiting to be benefitted by them. How As the spark struck out by Paul Revere’s steed 

many walk the streets from morning until night in | in its flight kindled the land into flame by its heat, 
search of work, but they are wholly unskilled and | so the first shot fired upon Fort Sumpter roused the 

consequently they must clear the path for those who | patriotism of the North. 
have been fortunate enough to obtain an education. In a short time home circles were broken by the 

If the people would only begin to see the need of | enlisting of fathers, husbands, sons and brothers. 

more such institutions, what an improvement could | Overwhelmed with anxiety and fear for their loved 

be made in the world. By the means of these the | ones, who were thus suddenly called from their peace- 

people would be elevated from the lower classes and | ful occupations, did the women of our land sit quietly 
enabled to earn a respectable and profitable living. | down to mourn over their sad fate ? 

With the facts in view it ought not to be difficult to No! bidding their soldiers God’s speed they took 
secure the cooperation of business men, in establish- | UP the neglected tasks and became the main support 

ing such organizations in every city of the United | of those left dependent upon them. 
States. In this great war Mrs. Livermore was active, 

The millennium may yet be distant, but we are | energetic and successful beyond all others. 

drawing a little nearer to that blessed day, In the Sanitary Commission she became a con” 

«When each man shall find his own in every other’s | Spicuous leader and was soon appointed agent of the 
good, Northwestern Branch. 

And all men unite in a common brotherhood. ” She planned great Chicago Fairs which netted in 

See all about $1,000,000, visited the army, the hospitals, 

m RS. LIV ER m o R E. Washington and all parts of the West to initiate and 

MILLIE SLA WSON inspire the women in the patriotic work demanded by 

the times. The record of her work would fill a 
When a nation passes through a struggle such as | yolume. 

the great War of the Rebellion great leaders are She was not only at the head of the Commission, 

always developed. but went in person to the front to see that the dis- 

Mrs. Livermore was a noble woman whom the | tribution was satisfactory, took sick soldiers to their 

emergencies of war drew from quiet life ina pleasant | homes, detailed nurses for the hospital and went 

home, to active BOnVILS at the front. with them to their respective places of duty. 

Her early life was uneventful. But we may In addition to all this she wrote articles for her 
trace in her girlhood the promise of her future | husband’s paper in Chicago, appeals to the people 

greatness: : \ for supplies, and letters to the anxious friends of 

7. a ae of Boston, she OA from her | wounded soldiers. It seems almost incredible, that 
‘uritan ancestors, many of those qualities which | one woman could perform such vast labors. During 

characterize the noblest men and women of our | the entire war she seldom worked less than eighteen 

OUR } ‘ ohisat j hours daily. 
Upon the impetuous child brimming with fun Did Mrs. Livermore ever become faint-hearted or 

and mischief, the royal Hebrew’s injunction of, *‘ not despair of final victory ?. By no means, for it was 

sparing the rod, ”’ was faithfully performed. : during the darkest period of the war when defeat and 

Often when confined to herroom for punishment, | giscouragement hovered over our country like a pall, 

she would mount a chair, and preach to the walls | that she found astill broader field of usefulness. 
warning sinners to flee from the wrath to come. Rae ‘i y 

Optra duatncwithihih sonoietoanne By her thrilling accounts of the situation of 

Charleston Seminary, she was elected as one of the creat ae ee e oe ee era aaah 

teachers, but was suddenly called home by the Eee ane i eae Ge Deon eee eat 

sudden death of her sister, where shortly after she hopet ules: a ed and) Poneed LCD a 
Re aintgied to.RevlnnielsB:Liveuiore. make still greater sacrifice for the success of this 

In the happy seclusion of her quiet life she was Eee ‘ 
not however destined long to remain. It is impossible to estimate the influence which 

The life of our nation was at stake and a great this woman had on the final victory, Truly might 

civil war with all its horrors was imminent. Secrete | Mrs. Livermore say,— 
preparations for this war had long been in progress ‘“‘ Each day more surely as I go, 

_ in the South. But in what condition was our coun- Doors are opened, ways are made; 

try for carrying on such a war? What of her army ? Burdens lifted, or are laid 

’ What of her navy? Secure and confident in the By some great law unseen and still. ”
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When, however, the last gun of the Civil War | 'The critics call the present trend realism, in contrast 
had been fired, and all the soldiers were mustered | {o idealism and romanticism. 

out, was this great and heroic woman allowed to What is realism? The fundamental law of real- 
enjoy the just reward of herlabor ? No! forshe had | jgm is truth. Everything true is necessarily good 

given the world evidence of her power as a speaker, | and beautiful. A man is the work of God, so is a 

and was urged to the public platform by her friends, | mouse. The one has its life-story as well as the 
but especially the soldiers. other. The story is true and real, therefore it is 

It was at the advanced age of fifty that she | interesting, helpful, inspiring. This is the doctrine 

began her work as a public lecturer, which she has | of the radical realist. But realism in its general 
continued up to the present time. Her lectures are | sense, treats of real men rather than ideal, prosaic 

not confined alone to the subject of war, she also | situations instead of romantic, probabilities rather 

: speaks for temperance and woman suffrage. than possibilities. The realist studies the life around 

Though we may not agree with all her views on | him and believes that to know, that which before us 
these subjects, we are united in our appreciation of | ies in daily life is the prime wisdom.” 

her loyalty and devotion to our country. Realism is a natural ontcome of this age. This 
Her life and works will forever be a lasting | is the era of a mighty searching and delving for 

memory among the soldiers, showing what a woman | truth, for reasons, for the laws of existence. Noth- 

can do in the time of greatest need, ing satisfies the scientists and philosophers of to-day 

but realities. It isan age of analysis. The search- 
Aiisk MMA light of criticism has been turned upon literature and 

REALISM in ART AnD LITER" art. In accordance with the spirit of the age, the 

ATU RE critics see only the faults and defects and overlook 

: the charms and beauties which have delighted the 
ELSIE FITZGERALD. world for centuries. Their harsh criticisms and bold 

The literature and art of a people are the glasses | demands have aroused the rebellious, chafing spirit 

through which we may see revealed, sometimes mag- | of the people, which is pleading for a change, calling 
nified, sometimes minified, the ambitions, the rival- | for the real, thenatural, the true. And whoshallsay 
ries, the dim gropings after higher things, the ever- | that there has not been an earnest and successful 

new and ever-old passions of love, hatred and piety, | beginning made in this struggle for truth, and that it 
which stirred the hearts of the ancients, and are | is not worthy of its name—realism ? 
throbbing and burning in the breasts of to-day. We Tolstoi from sullen Russia, Balzac from fiery 
can trace the gradual advance, slow but always pro-| Germany, James from aristocratic England and 
gressive, of civilization, science and education. Howells from democratic America have been among 

Certain phases of art and literature and certain} the first and greatest of the apostles of the new 
individuals have identified themselves with the differ- | creed. 
ent eras of progress. Although George Elliot and William Thackery 

Plato represents the philosophy of the Greeks, | had come close to the hearts of the people long before 

Chaucer and Spencer depict the days of chivalry and | realism in its popular sense was an accepted term, 
the gallant crusaders, and Bacon and Addison | has the world ever known more life-writers or greater 

breathe the atmosphere of a scholarly court and| realists? 
aristocratic learning. Scott is the exponent of The sister arts, sculpture and painting, have 
romanticism and George Elliot studied the every-day | most plainly shown the effect upon their progress, of 
lives of simple folk and fonnd wonderful depth in the |. this new doctrine. In sculpture the Greek revival 
plain farmer or shop-keeper. for a long time held such a sway that the art had at 

The history of art shows the same prevailing last degenerated into a mere copying of Greek 

changes as that of literature. Mythology and| statues. Artists forgot that the Greeks took their 
Christianity were depicted by the brushes and| models from nature, not from antiquity, and that 

chisels of the early Greek and Italians, then came the | only by a true embodiment of the natural can the 
Renaissance and now modern art full of schools and| work of the sculptor be great. Bacon says, “Art is 
methods, rebelling against ancient forms, and turned} man added to nature.” Sculptors seems to be 

from the study of the so-called masters to the inter-| awakening to this truth at last, and Rodin, Barye, 
pretation of the life around. French and St. Gaudens are interpreting Nature, 

Thus we find both litarature and art in the last! guiding their hammers and chisels with the true skill 

quarter of a century and even longer have been| and genius born of spiritual insight and inspiration. 

changing their themes and methods, and new extrav- In common with the other arts, painting has 

agances have been born’for which we have no name.| Changed in regard to the choice of subjects. Our ;
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modern painters are choosing common every-day 

lives and incidents as their themes and are achieving TH E ‘ LAST RE Pu B Li Cc. 

the success which the world in its delight and sym- MARY GRAY SLOAN. 

pathy can only give tosuch work. Realism, it seems, Two thousand miles west of San Francisco, lies a 
has come in response to a want of the people, yet itis | group of isles, formerly known as the Sandwich 

difficuit to estimate its effects and influences and | Hawaii Republic. Ever since the revolution which 

especially so to limit them to the last quarter of a | dethroned the queen, and placed President Dole at 

century. The greatest books we have, the Bible and | the head of a provisional government, the young 

Shakespeare’s Dramas, are intensely realistic and it is republic has been gaining strength and becoming 

just this quality which has brought them into touch | more firmly established. With its new constitution 

with ail humanity since they were written and still | ratified and in operation, it may be safely said to 

keeps them new with undiscovered beauties yet con- | have passed the dangers which threatened its early 
cealed. The wonderful life of Christ has been pict- | life, through the plots and opposition of the Royalist 
ured in its whole majesty and tragedy by the greatest | Party. One thing may be said in its favor, that can 
masters of art the world has ever known, in colors | Not be said of any other republic or government on 

which never fade, because they represent the living the earth. It has a surplus in its treasury, anda 

truth. surplus that has not been gained by excessive taxa- 

We have no writers in the present time as great | tion of its citizens. 
as Shakespeare or Dante, no artists as gifted as The influential agents who, in less than a cent- 

Raphael or Angelo, neither do we live in the midst of | UY; have transformed the people of these islands 

such conditions, as those which surrounded these | from a race of savages to the most advanced condi- 

great men. We are a part of a busy, hurrying tion of Christian civilization, were the messengers of 

world, where ‘‘men are created free and equal’? and | peace and not of war. Highty years ago the hearts of 
intensely practical. In these matter of fact days, | @ few Christians were deeply stirred at the sight ofa 

romanticism is a luxury, realism a necessity. Real- dark-skinned lad weeping on the doorsteps of Yale 
ism is teaching men to look to themselves for the | College, and when it was discovered that this little 
beauties of virtues, they thought could only exist in waif from the Hawaiian Islands was in tears because 

some ideal, and to seek them out amid the imperfec- | the doors of education were closed against him, he 
tions of humanity. It is true that this attempt has still further enlisted the interest and substantial 

been libelled and misrepresented. The ‘‘sex’’ novel sympathy of New England Christians. The story 

and the morbid life anatomies which are called real- | was told in the churches, and so deep was the inter- 
istic, are the productions of writers who choose to | et awakened in behalf of these sea girt islands, that 
picture the ugly weed rather than the beautiful | in ten years from that time, a company of fourteen 

flower, to look into the muddy pool instead of the | men and women set sail from Boston to undertake 
pure waters of the crystal lake. Indeed they have the work of civilizing and Christianizing Hawaii. 
mistaken the “actual for the reality, show of What the Plymouth Rock settlement was to America, 

moment for essence, letter for spirit. ” this little band was to our latest republic, only this 

It is said that realism is declining. The scien- | difference, the Pilgrim Fathers sought liberty for 
tific novel, the uninspired statue, and the blot of themselves, while these missionaries left their libert- 

colors called a picture are losing popularity, and ies and peaceful homes to give these blessings to a 
ustly so. ‘The divine faculty is to see that every- | people apparently abandoned and shut off from the 
body ean look at’? and as long as there are those who | rest of the world. 
can understand and appreciate the life around them Then it was a voyage of one hundred and sixty 

and can give the true, inspired glimpses of real life, days to a land inhabited by naked savages whose 
which alone can aid mankind in reaching higher idolatrous rites consisted in offering human sacrifices 

things, realism will not decline, but grow, develop | to appease the anger of their gods. The first mes- 
and endure. “The real includes the ideal; but the | Sengers of peace and light grew old and died, but not 
real without the ideal is as the body without life, a | Without seeing the gathering of a harvest whose seed 
thing for anatomists to dissect. Only the human they had scattered at so great a cost. They were 

can understand and interpret man.” = permitted to see the abolition of sacrificial rites and 

to hear instead, songs of patriotism and devotion. 

Fifty-three years ago these islands were recognized 

wavy eel 4 for the first time as an independent kingdom. Fifty 

ei ew linda: years later, a bloodless revolution took place under 
the leadership of the men who were the descendants 
of the first missionaries to these gem islands of the 

Pacific.
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The immediate cause of the rebellion against a | sider the election of city officers on strict party lines 

CeagGenie neva ae r eure nS oA irrespective of the personal qualities of the men 
queen to disannul the constitution which she ha themselves. 
sworn to support, an act which aroused the indigna- Citizens in general have been too much engrossed 

tion of the liberty loving people. Under her un- | with their own private affairs to consider the manage- 

scrupulous reign, the worst influences were becoming | ment, good or evil, of their cities. They have left to 
dominant and the violation of most solemn constitu- | unprincipled office craving, and even traitorous poli- 

tional obligations both naturally and justly resulted | ticians, that most important part of our governmental 

in her dethronment. scheme, the caucus. The result has been that our 

The revolution was led and conducted to a most | municipal governments have been utilized for pecun- 

successful issue, by the best men of the islands; men | iary and other selfish benefits, obtained in the form 

who sought the social and moral prosperity of the | of salaries or bribes from some illegitimate business 
people and who as patriots, not as rebels, forcibly | transactions. Consider the affairs of New York City 

protested against the abridgment of their civil rights. | that city most pronounced in its misgovernment ad 

To this better element, animated by a desire for | the more noticeable because of its great prominence. 
moral decency in the control of affairs was due the New York was controlled by those, unworthy the 

revolution and the overthrow of the queen, whose | name of men, nominated and elected by an organiza- 

: eae ao ee cae sane ara a so | tion equally unscrupulous, called by the patient 

low a level of moral degradation as to make the place | public, Tammany Hall. 

an undesirable residence for order-loving people. This band was originally composed of the dross 
The HER me were sare in the pa regime | from all parties, joined together for the sole purpose 

were many 0! em sous 0. mericans, but native | of overthrowing law and order that they might reap 

born, who deeply loved their native land as wellas the | personal benefit. 
land of their fathers. Naturally they looked to In the early part of the spring of 1892, a clergy- 

America for sympathy and assistance in their effort’} man of New York City, actuated by the sense of duty 

to maintain | and establish civil liberty. They first | and the open neglect of the police officers, delivered a 

requested union with America, and while many good | sermon on municipal corruption, the echoes of which 

on wise ae peur. ae bare IE still reverberate throughout the English speaking 

awaii into the sisterhood of states, political compli- | world. 
cations at the time led to the refusal of their request. He designated the whole city government as ‘+a 

gets bi pi pietah eat own reronress, pack of administrative blood-hounds fattening them 
; Y selves on the ethical flesh and blood of our citizen- 

construction of an independent republic, whose con- ship.” His position called forth such a torrent of 

stitution exhibits profound statesmanship and clearly | ahuse and threats upon his head that a man of less 

demoneteatee their right to the liberty of self govern-| courage would have ceased in his laudable efforts. 
a Oa A Ree SPORE Be a BONER Ena a Elected president of the Society for the Prevention of 

Bree AG DATARS Chara eels lao © clyllized | Crime, in April of 1891, and as such he inaugurated 
ene of the globe, a growing child among the new| new plan for the accomplishment of its object. He 

reprpice. of the nineteenth century, and though not} qid not attack the crime itself nor the law breakers 
destined to be great in territory or population, yet we | put the protectors of the crime, the police. 

hope 105 nee e sreatness more fp be desieds thak ote Those who should have been his chief helpers he 
a liberty loving people, whose increasing intelligence A a i 

: found his chief enemies. His first attempt to secure 
and moral development alone will command the «ae . < es 

: an indictment against certain police captains ended 
respect if not the homage of stronger powers. There] . é a i z i 
s s in total failure, while he himself received an admon 
is no reason now to doubt and much reason for hope, | .,. 4 » 
p i : ition from the court. In his second attempt he was 
if we cannot certainly predict, that some day in the aolcae 

e } somewhat more successful. He secured the indict- 
neor future, the ‘commercial cross-roads of the Sone 

Ek 4 ments but was unable to secure convictions, although 
Pacific,” may be a part of the great American rahe = 
eanublie before any other court or any fair-minded jury, con- 

P a i a vietion and punishment would surely have followed. 

In 1894, the Lexow committee was appointed by 
o A. PAR K H U RST. the state senate of New York and reluctantly began 

LAWRENCE ALLEN FLAGLER. its work of investigation. The investigation did not 
Within the last two or three years there has| tesult in convictions nor did the committee finish its 

been a noticeable tendency on the part of our citizens | Work before the November elections, but the facts 

to give more attention to the management of our | brought to light so enraged the people that the elec- 
municipal affairs. The former tendency was to con-| tion resulted in an overwhelming victory for the
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ticket supported by Dr. Parkhurst and the respect- | protected is a question of rapidly increasing import- 
able people of New York City. | ance in the political situation of theday. Imagination 

The effects of his crusade against crime in New | and fear alike contribute solutions to this problem. 

York will be iasting. The example given by thisone | Some say she is striving to divert the attention 
man has caused the people in our cities all over the of the world from the atrocities and cruelties she is 

land, to think, and to think deeply, and the result has | inflicting at home and to fix it wpon her progress in 

been an upheaval in the condition of most of our | civilizing the east. Others again assert she is taking 
cities. a roundabout way to reach the gratification of her 

By thoughtful action and phenomenal courage he | old desires, the possession of Constantinople and the 

has accomplished what years of useless talking would | control of the commerce of Central Asia. English 
have never accomplished. statesmen, on the other hand always jealous, always 

A typical American, in his view a drop of action | guarding the prestige of the ‘‘ Mistress of the Sea, ” 

is worth an ocean of theory. He is amanwho knows | declare Russia’s advances are a detriment to English 
the duties of citizenship and uses them: a man | welfare and a means of satiating her hatred of 

desiring to help the human race in action and in | England by despoiling her of the ‘ brightest gem 

deed. that glitters in her crown,” the Empire of India. 

History and the verdict of mankind will do him | A union of these reasons is, perhaps, the true 

justice. His faults are but a setting to the nobility | purpose. 
of his nature. A man among men he stands out Fierce and ambitious, desirous of the glory 

among his fellows: which war_alone can bring, the Russian nature is in 

Like some tall cliff, its awful form itself a wonderful incentive, spurring her on to the 
Swells from vale and midway leaves the storm; fulfillment of her greatest emperor’s dying wish, that 

Though round its base the lowering clouds may spread, | she might lead the world. No prophet can predict 
Eternal sunshine setties on its head. the future with certainty, but the time may come 

SS when Russia shall be no more the home of slavery 

RUSSIA AND THE EAST. and darkness, but like the Rome of ancient Caesar, B 
OHAS. F. WERNER a shining light in the eastern hemisphere, shedding 

if i its effulgent rays o’er every nation. 
Although at the present time greater in extent ri f 

than the dominions of the far-famed Alexander the 

Great, Russia, the ‘‘ Bear of the North,” is steadily u LYSSES 5. GRANT. 

pursuing an onward course. O’er barren steppes, HEREERT H CARY. 
parched deserts, lofty mountain ranges and unford- In the backwoods of Ohio, in a little log cabin 

able rivers, she proceeds with mammoth strides | that was built by the rough hands of a determined 

toward the culmination of her greatest hope, the | pioneer, was born a child that was destined to one 
occupation and control of Southern and Eastern | day carry the name of Grant to the highest pinnacle 

Asia. of fame, and to make it one never to be forgotten by 

In these regions, the past century has witnessed | American citizens. 

a slow but gradual transition of power. No longer Looking at the rough and uncivilized surround- 
; do we see the provinces beyond the long wall of China | ings of this youth, it is hard for us to understand how 

governed by the edicts from the emperor of the | he rose from these unfavorable conditions to occupy 

Flowery Kingdom, but all have passed under the | the highest position that our country can offer. But 

imperial rule of the Russian Czar. that he did early begin to rise above his humble sur- 

Contrary to the expectations of the civilized | roundings is clearly seen. Asa child he evinced all 

world this change has been favorable and these | those qualities which in later years gave him his 
countries now included in the Russian dominions, | place of honor among mankind. 

have received an impulse which has sent them Justly may any school be proud of having had 

forward on the march to civilization. Under the | Grant as a student within her walls. One school 
direction of the government at St. Petersburg schools | that can boast of this honor is West Point, which 

have been established, manufacturing industries | Grant attended for several years. 
built up and commerce increased until those savage Although he did not graduate from this school at 

tribes which but fifty years ago reveled in barbaric | the head of his class, he was noted for his great 

ignorance have been transformed into faithful and | ability. His clamness and clear-headedness in time 

industrious citizens. of trouble was then as apparent, as they were in later 
Why Russia, hitherto the abode of tyranny and | years upon the battle field. His kindness and gentle 

oppression, has so suddenly converted herself into a | disposition, too, had won for him the love and respect 

fortress behind which her weaker neighbors may be | of all those who came within his sway.
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The Mexican war which broke out soon after his When risking everything to reach that spot 

college days were over, found him filled with intense | which has so far never been trodden by civilized 

enthusiasm and an eager desire to serve his country. | being, the scientist and explorer is not prompted by a 

In this war he proved himself a most able soldier. | desire for immediate gain or by the hope of material 

His ability and bravery soon caught the attention of | advantage to himself or mankind. Honor may hold 
the officers, and he was soon promoted to the position | a place in his thought, but the chief motive is his 

of lieutenant and later to that of captain under | thirst for knowledge. 

Generals Taylor and Scott. His daring travels are true expressions of man’s 

But it was not from a mere desire of shedding desire to know and explore every nook and corner on 

blood that we find Grant upon the battle field, for at | this globe. To penetrate every one of its secrets: to 

the close of the war he willingly returned to private | make the whole globe the property of manhood. 
life; thus he lived until again called forth by his While the explorations of the tropical countries are 

country in her defense, and again he started forth to | but too often tainted by the motives that turn ugly 
win fresh honors upon the battle field. He enlisted | and wizened when exposed to the searchlight of the 
in this last fearful struggle as a captain of a company moralist, the efforts of the Arctic traveler entitle them 

of volunteers from Illinois, and by successive steps of | to a portion of the glory set apart for the martyrs of 

bravery and self-denial on the battle field, in camp, | Science. 
and on the march won for himself the highest position The Arctic explorations are crucial tests of cour- 
the United States bestows upon her warriors, lieu- | @g¢ and endurance. In realms of ice man seems out 

tenant general of all the forces under her control. of place; in those awful solitudes a bold intruder. 
As a general few men were his equal, and no man When he enters that circumpolar region he seems 

was his superior. Having led the Union army to | to be entering the realm of death. 
triumph at Appomatox, crushed that hydra-headed This search forms one of the most curious chap- 
monster, Disunion, he was by a grateful people, as a | ters in the history of humanity, and the discovery of 
fitting tribute to his service, elected to the highest | the poles has been the dream of explorers for centur- 

office within their gift; and again at the expiration of | ies. The faccination of the quest isso great that the 
his term was re-elected by the greatest popular | grim bergs, icy deserts, and murky nights of the vast 
majority ever given a candidate for that office. cireumpolar sea, have had no terrorsfor the advent- 

ix (eg , sy : urous navigator. 

Sar: ere as Welk bel, oe The tragedy of the Franklin expedition but stim- 
wisdom he displayed in the: reconstruction. of the ulated the zeal of the explorers, the death and burial 

Union demonstrates the fact that Grant possessed sh oie Dur Hall, the pratt i ue wana. 

other great traits of character than those before DE Ea ef ae eRe ae ute ne ane 
exhibited; that his iron will in time of war did not | S@° ee a al alli Cae een 

outweigh his generosity in his dealings with a van- nate ae ie Danes ka aaa eRe TER 
quished foe. His statesmanship in this respect was Apcn ATs oF slot Oa eS pe 
the most remarkable success of his renowned career, ee eae Pad pao aaah ae 
a suecess. hitherto. unheard .of. in the history, of Weyprecht, with the Tegetthoff and twenty-four men 

nations. Scarcely had the echo of war died away reached 82 ee Die ene Pokies eiare Pa 

when sectional hatred was forgotten, every citizen pone yy eta he a cai, or ae ae 
became loyal toa common flag, and the Union was hada asses ee cet SA DIOHEE cove, 
more firmly united than ever before. hundred miles of new coast north of Novaya Zemblya. 

ke In 1878 Axel Erie Nordenskjold left his home in 

As long as that Union shall last, ae long as the | gweden to forge his way through the icebarred 
flag of Liberty shall wave, as long as histories shall passage north of Asia. For the first time this task 

be written, so long shall. the HATS of Grant shine was accomplished, but he did not increase the knowl- 
immortal in every land where liberty is loved, where edge in regard to the passege to the North Pole. 

courage is admired, where generosity and honor are Not until the latter part of the present century 

respected. was the search for the poles eommenced in earnest 

Payee a MNOS and with full consciousness of the nature of the aim 
sought. Probably no scientific expedition originat- 

ou R PO LAR PROB LE M1. ing on this side of the Atlantic has attracted more 

EDWARD KJORSTAD attention than the one which Peary has recently 
What does man expect to find when the North | brought to a successful termination. Had he been 

Pole is reached? Is it gold or silver? Precious | able to establish his headquarters on the north 
jewels ? Valuable raw material, or strange traces of | coast of Greenland and then sledged polarward, he 

ancient nations or cities ? * would undoubtedly have suceeeded in reaching a very
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high northern position. As it is we are much | monuments of our great love for science, the most 
indebted to him for much useful geographical and | important branch of human knowledge. 

scientific information. Munich has the honor of being the first city to 
As this is an age of effortand accomplishment, it | promote the advancement of art through associations; 

is almost inevitable that the solution of this problem | other cities followed her example until now almost ij 

willbe the crowning event of this century. Letour best | every large town has its art union and its annual art 
wishes be with that gallant and enthusiastic explorer, | exhibition. 

Nansen and his followers, who have already passed The society of the French artists gives its famous 
three winters in that unknown area. On their | exhibition every year, and recognition from this 
return, whether or not they. have been successful in society is the goal of every artist. The Royal Acad- 
the achievements of their object, they will receive due | emy occupies much the same position in England. 
honors for their persistence and courage. Some of the most important American societies are, 

When the pole is finally reached, thatspot which | the Municipal Art Society, the Association of Fine 
for ages has been a much coveted aim, becomes Arts, the Society of American Artists and the 
nothing but a stepping stone to some other aim still | National Academy of Design. 

more difficult to gain. The most important society mentioned is the 
we National Academy of Design which was founded at 

pious . | New York in 1828 chiefly by the exertions of 8. F. 
Societies for the Advancement of Morse, who was its first president. It is composed 

Science and Art. exclusively a en and has ae the most con- 

spicuous buildings in the city. f its seventeen 
ae ae exhibitions the one held last year exhibited more and 

For centuries scientists and artists have realized better work than any other. Artists are looking 
that they can accomplish more and do better work forward for the time when it shall be the center of 
in societies than individually. There is always some- Anrerioan crt, 
thing that each can teach the others; indeed through While we speak of the societies of art and their 

the interchange of ideas, among great minds, comes exhibitions, let us not forget to crown the artist. 
all true progEce? : Even if blest with the highest gifts of a divine provi- 

Ws Societies for the advancement of science and art, dence he can only attain great perfection by a life of 
were first Permanent in Italy, though now the most endless toil and privation; his only recompense is 
important are in Germany, France, England and fame, which too often does not come until long after 
America. The Institute of France, which includes the clogs have settled on his coffin lid. 
five separate academies, is the most important scien- Most prominent among the young American 

tific body in that country. The Royal Academy and artists stand the names of Henry Mosler, Lewis P. 
the British Museum and Library, tell the story of Dessar, William M. Chase, H. 0. Welker, Thomas 
England’s love for the beautiful and the true. Mason and Percy Ives. 

At the public exhibitions of there two great Beautiful indeed are the works which bear their 
societies scientists, artists and writers have spoken stamp. But the best achievements of American art 
to the nations of the world; telling them of the have not yet been produced. The vastly increasing 
beauties and wonders of nature and revealing to them weaith of our country 1s year by year giving us a 
the secrets of science which were to revolutionize class who are not compelled to devote their energies 

PNREY) ne oa industry. A ae to the struggle for existence and who are engaged in ‘ 
In 1743, Dr. Franklin made a proposition for the the grand work of art study. Let us hope that their 

advancement gt ueetul Bnow ledge aDOnE oo oats number will continue to increase, and that the 
pianiauons pad aa aresult the Ate Brcutitic body ” wealthy class will more fully realize that wealth is 

at ee poet ee reaiiced Eee small only a biessing when the leisure time it gives is 
society in Philadelphia have grown many beneficial aes ated tan noble it. 
Aiea SR ‘i 3 a pursuit. 
institutions in America, which command the respect 

of all nations. 

Engrossed as we have been in the material devel- 
opment of our country, it is but natural that our 

institutions for the advancement of science are far in TRL 
advance of the art institutions. 

The American society for the advancement of 
science, the American Philosophical Society, the 
American Academy of Arts and Science at Boston, 
and the Smithsonian Institution at Washington, are
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’ oppressed, which come from all quarters of the globe 

OUTLOOK FOR THE WORLO 5 ee indicate that the era of peace has not yet 

WORKERS. come. 

FRED CO. McGOWAN. The greatest menace to our own government at 
Progress is the universal law of the race- | the dawn of the 20th century is the rapacious desire 

Although often it séems blocked in the advancement | for money, which, among our young men has become 

by the evils of the times, its course is ever onward | epidemic; Napoleon, in his sordid attempts at con- 

and upward. Each successive year, and age, and | quest was not more zealous than the American 

century are but the rounds in a ladder which human- | fortune seekers. Totally disregarding the laws of 
ity is climbing. The nineteenth century, which is | society they seek to increase their wealth at the ruin 

rapidly hastening to its close will be recorded as the | of others. They administer government for their own 

great industrial age. What will the nineteenth | greedy profits and never pause to consider where lie 
century be? Ask the gloomy pessimist and he will | the honor and credit of our common country, and 

reply that the ring and the trust will have put free | where rests the interest of our whole people. 

democracy under its feet, and social revolution will be To check this selfish spirit of individualism a 

the result. That just as surely as the riches of the | federation of all who work, whether with brain or 

country are falling into the hands of the few, just so | hand, must be maintained against the non-workers, 
surely the many are to be crushed under the iron heel | whether they appear in the person of monopolists, 

of an oligarchy whose rule will be as unjust and | capitalists, boodlers, or common idlers. How or 
despotic as was the rule of Rome over fourteen centur- | ynder what by-law this confederation is to be formed 

ies ago. The workers of the country will have falien | remains to the rising generation to decide. And so 

to the deepest depths of degradation; struggling fora | Jong as the rising generation has the advantages of 
few short years in the quick-sands of adversity, to be | education that they now enjoy, they will certainly 

finally overcome and perish in the workshop of one | perfect a league that will continue our government in 

who is enjoying the fruits of their toil. In most peace and prosperity so long as the world endures. 
appalling language he pictures the downfall of the 
American republic and with it the doom of ys 
humanity. VALEDICTORY. 

The optimist in presenting the opposite view Classmates:—Of the first volume in the book of 

predicts a bright and hopeful future. He tells us | our lives we have just completed the last chapter; 
that the twentieth century will chronicle the best, | and now as we recall the many pleasant scenes of 

the happiest and the most enlightened age; that | school life, dimmed occasionally, it may be, by storm 

scientific discoveries and inventions are to revolu- | clouds that obscured the horizon;—we cannot but 
tionize every means of ‘communication and transpor- | @xpress our sincerest thanks to our most respected 

tation. The truth will be demonstrated that as yet | principal, and to our worthy teachers for their solic- 

the electrical age is only in its infancy; thatthe great | itous regards for our constant well doing and their 
discoveries and inventions of the ‘‘ Wizard of Menlo | kind assistance during the months of our school life— 
Park,” of Nicola Tesla and of Prof. Roentgen are | before writing that most significant word—Finis. 

merely the stepping stones by which results as yet As we glance backward and call to mind the 

unsought for, are to be obtained. That we are now | many associations of our four years of high school 

on the threshold of a social reform that is to destroy | life, pleasant hours of study, hours destined never to 

monopoly, station, position and rank. The power of | return, associates of whom we are to lose sight in 

wealth is to be consigned to the dungeons of obscurity, | this mad world’s struggle for existence, a singular 
and worth of man is to be the only standard by which | longing wells up in our hearts, and, mixed with our 

people are tobe judged. Governmentsare tosettle all | elation, we realize that tonight, we are indeed, saying 

disputes by arbitration, and as Burns so aptly putsit: | a last ‘Farewell!’ to one another, to our teachers, 
“*Man to man, the world o’er our principal, our schoolmates, and last, though far 

Shall brothers be, for a’ that. ” from least, our own beloved high school life. 

Undoubtedly, neither the one prophecy nor the In the days before us, each one sees his own 

other will be fulfilled. The American republic is | bright future; whether we are to realize our expecta- 

built on too solid a foundation to be seriously affected | tions or not depends to a certain extent upon our own 

by the ordinary social and political upheavals. abilities. If we have succeeded in the past, we have 
On the other hand the closing years of the 19th | our parents, our teachers, and our school board to 

century are not characterized by events which indi- | thank; if we succeed in the future, we must look to 

eate that the millennium has yet reached us. The | ourselves for the assistance, that up to this period 
murmurings of war and the discordant cries of the | has been given us by others.
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‘Though we are no longer to be members of the | IV. Eneuanp:— 
Eau Claire High Schoo! let us always cherish the | The House of Lords......................Ida Shaw 

many pleasant recollections of the happy days spent | The African Question..................Lura Burce 
in those sacred walls of learning; and when old | Laboring Classes in England. ...Elizabeth Anderson 

Father Time has tinged our hair with silvery threads | Gladstone and Home Rule............ Thorp Wilcox 

and furrowed deep our brows with care, let us turn Scrence anp Arr tn Recent Hisrory:— 

with loving memories to the time when we were class- | Societies for Promotion of Science and Art...... 

motes, and in day dreams, live again those happy fete ee eet cee eeee sere creseeeessMary Galvin 
days of yore. Character Study:—Louis Pasteur..Kathryn Henry | 

To our worthy superitendent, to the honorable | Marvels of Electricity................Bert Williams 

board of education, and to the citizens of Eau Claire | The Theory of Evolution............Harriet Greene 
in general, I would tender in the name of, and on | Modern Architecture... ..............Nels Nelson 

behalf of the class of ’96, our sincere and grateful | Realism in Art and Literature......Elsie Fitzgerald 

acknowledgment of your kindness in appearing here Scene Tren 

this evening. i EVENING PROGRAM. 

We realize that it is not to listen to our feeble ee 
attempts at oratory that you have come, but rather A QUARTER CENTURY IN THE WESTERN 

that you have assembled in the interests of education, HEMISPHERE. 
as guardians and promoters of the intellectual and 

moral development of our city. We know that you I. Pourrica and Soctan:— 

have a justifiable pride in our public schools and it is | Chickamauga and Chattanooga.......George Polley 

our fondest hope that the light and the knowledge | Character Study:—UlyssesS. Grant....Herbert Cary 

which comes from the school room, will serve to | Character Study:—Mary A. Livermore......... 

guide the rising generation through worthy labor to beet ctte rete eees sesseeees+,Mildred Slawson 
the truest, noblest, fullest, manhood. The New South.... ..................Nellie Wight 

It will ever be the aim of the class of 96 to prove | The Latest Republic....... ............Mary Sloan 

that your efforts in the noble cause of education have | Character Study:—James G. Blaine............ 
not been in vain. Diss Abuuea de Oeiae Obs dew henry leinschnate 

a eer etc The American Newspaper............Frank Carney 

High School Commencement, ares of the Great Expositions.....Mary Gillies 

I, Epucation anp Rerorm:— 

1896 Progress of Education.............Jennie Brackett 

. Charitable Educational Institutions....Helga Lund 

ae rece Our Polar Problem................Edward Kjorstad 
AFTERNOON PROGRAM. Civil Service Reform.................derome Gillett 

FEM, aver Meee The Louisiana Lottery ............Lillian Eldridge 

Salutatory and Oration: —Woman’s Advance... aa | Problems of Our Great Cities......Florence Pickett 
OG eee ree a a Character Study:—Charles H. Parkhurst...... 
: hak CENTURY IN EUROPE. eGaqiedd Bedleiieee seleeie vos ey saree duaWrenee Lulagler 

i : j . NDUSTRIAL:— 
The City of Paris... Peldie soiils/tacs be sain’ «MERC ERICHOr Om ings tC essence asec sta 

Place of France in Modern Art....Emma Carpenter ols Ae pull, Webs lees oso Charles Boyington 

ae Pa eed dress reuse -Grace Rork | Our Financial Situation......... - Blanche Ferguson 
Socialism in France....................Alvin Sutter Development and Influence of Railroads. ..John Coon ; 

TT.) RUBS. i i; Growth of Great Fortunes............Grace Marsh 

The Czar and Despotism.........-.+.+++5 :Orrie Ely Commercial Future of the Pacific States........ 
Political Offenders....................S8ara Gillies SSSR WAC MMAUMESiial WeTiod nd Gleoune wy atan 

ands cose fics eee en Werner Valedictory and Oration:—Outlook for the World’s 

PENNE fe loos @id ia Rhee Workers.............00....++..Fred McGowan 

Ill. Germany:— 

Germany and Continental Europe. ....Pearl Britton 

The German Army of To-day.........Myrtle Baker 

German Universities.................... Laura Foss 
German Cities..................Jessie Montgomery 

Character Study:—Prince Bismarck............ 
Sap oh seep osssetaiaeccns cee etattie McDonald
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TH E KO D AK students who desire to take a preparatory course 
. in the study of Greek. 

——_—_ .vuvROwv.rOOw-r ow It is true that the main purpose of the high 

COMMENCEMENT NO., 25 CENTS. school is not to prepare students for the higher insti- 
SUR SE S e Bi e  tutions of learnings: ess ithan’ ten: per) cent:of Gur 

BI-MONTHLY. TEN CENTS PER COPY. | high school graduates ever enter a college and it 

FIFTY caine bert YEAR, therefore should be the chief work of the high school 
% é : r to give its students the training that is best adapted 

Athletic Club of Eau Claire High School. | to fit them for the duties of lito. z 
All correspondence should Be agrees. ee i There is no better equipment for life work, how- 

a ee Soncon, ever, than a well trained mind and experience has 
Eau Claire, Wis. | proved that no studies are better adapted for mental 

pee rntere at Post Office at Eau Claire, Wis., as second class | discipline than the classics. Even for those who do 

! — | not pass beyond the high school a study of the 

Bees in OL ee A Gea HAREY? ie cleesite ONO much in itself as a study of the 

ae * | AMBROSE MABBUT, ’97_| Sciences or modern languages. Our course in Latin 

Bete coco eB NRINEDN, | i very satisfactory and fa to be oped thatthe 
Meet Hite! on. i enviren ae ea 4 ee Ore re School Board will see fit to add Greek to our course 

i Wee of study for next year. : 

ED ITO Rl ALS. Our school is very fortunate in having an excel- 
The Kopax extends to the graduating class its | lent teacher in chemistry, but additional apparatus is 

best wishes, and expresses the hope that each | Decessary for the laboratory before the best results 

member will have a successful career, and prove an | C@4 be attained. A few hundred dollars would be 
honor to his country, his home and his school. sufficient to fit it up and do much to increase the 

ake enthusiasm for this very important and practical 

Commencement day brings with it sad thoughts | Study. The study of physics would also be greatly 
of a separation from scenes most pleasant, but it also benefitted by the addition of the chemical apparatus. 
brings its joyous feelings of satisfied success over ar 
school work. The gymnasium is large and well lighted but is 

After serious deliberation the school board has } Sadly in need of fitting up. The resources of the 
decided that each member of the graduating class Athletic Club are limited and insufficient in them- 

ghall speak. This on the whole seems to be the selves to properly carry out the work. If the School 

wisest course. The commencement oration has Board would lend a helping hand it would be greatly 

always been regarded as the crowning effort of our appreciated by the Club ‘and would benefit the 
rhetorical work, and however crude in thought and school at the same oe : 

style, is heard with pleasure by our parents and 
et They would not be satisfied to have a lecture SENIOR CLASS. 

substituted for the orations by the class; still lees President be ser eeecaees ceeeeess' Thorp J. Wilcox 
would they be satisfied to have only a part of the Vice President ................ Frank Groundwater 

class appear on the program. Secretary...................+-++...- Harriet Greene 

The class of 95 initiated the idea of publishing | Treasurer... ++. -+.- sees eeee eee .- Frank Carney 
the commencement orations in the Kopax. The Color—Lavender. 

class of ’96 has wisely agreed to follow their example. Motto—Nothing Without Labor. 

The object of this is two-fold; first to put the orations TCC CLT 

in a book form that they may be kept as souvenirs by EXCHANGES. 
members of the class, and secondly that the public The board of education at LaCrosse, Wis., met 

pney, have an opportunity to judge of the character of | and reported favorably on the movement to procure 
the literary work that is being done in the High | 4 jecturer for commencement exercises instead of 

School. ate pursuing the regular custom. 

Although our course of study is quite complete, The total number of athletes who received 

it is to be lamented that it does not give a place to | crowns at the Olympian games was forty-four, of 

Greek. If we admit that preparation for college is a | whom eleven were Americans, ten Greeks, seven 

function of the high school, it should meet the | Germans, five French, three English, two Hungar- 

requirements of all courses In a city as large as | ians, two Australians, two Austrians, one Dane and 

Eau Claire there will always be found a number of | one Swiss.
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In the April number of our namesake, the | “The Lake Breeze,’ Sheboygan, Wis., has been 
“Kodak,” published by the Milwaukee, Downer | felt in the H. S. at Eau Claire, Wis. Itis one of the 

College, Milwaukee, Wis., appears a tale with a | best semi-monthly papers we receive, and the KopaK 
moral, entitled, ‘A Modern Fairy Story,” by Miss | wishes it success for a long and thriving career. 
Blanche Allen, formerly of our High School. ‘The H, @, Whine, ? trom Seattle, Wash. has 

Friday evening, April 24th, at Central Music | been received. It deals with a very good variety of 

Hall, Chicago, the University of Wisconsin met the | subjects. 

Northwestern University in joint debate on the The editorials in the May number of “The 
subject, ‘Is It Desirable that Cuba Should Belong | Student,” Sutter, Cal., are excellent. ‘The 

to the United States?’ Hon. Robt. F. Lincoln pre- | Famine in Armenia ” is also worthy of mention. 
sided, The judges rendered an unanimous decision We welcome “The Collegiate Spectator, ? from 
in favor of Wisconsin, who debated on the negative.— Woodstock, Ont., Can., as a new exchange. 

Boon De The girls of the Springfield High School have 
“The Mirror, ”? from Pekin, Ill., is one of the | agreed to present a prize banner to the winning 

brightest and wittiest papers we receive. class at the field day. What’s the matter with our 

It is with much pleasure that we add ‘The girls? Why couldn’t they do the same ? 

College Mirror,” from Stillwater, Oklahoma Ter., to We copy the following from ‘The Greer Colle- 
our exchange list. gian,’’ Hoopston, Ill: ‘*The Kopax, of Kau Claire, 

The literary column of “The Review, ” Baraboo, Wis., is sce the best exchange that comes to 

Wis., is almost entirely devoted to politics. our table," Thanks, G. C: 
z ““The Orbit, ’? from Whitewater, Wis., is a new 

The April number of “‘H. 8. Record,” from | gxchange. It is an excellent paper. 
Canton, O.. contains an interesting review on the life E uy Rg 
of Hon. Wm. McKinley. We agree with The Greer Collegian, 

Hoopeston, Tll., on the article entitled, ‘‘ Success ”’ in 
“A Summer in the Swiss Mountains” is the | the May number; 

subject of an interesting adventure in the May “The Beloit H. §. Ephor,” Beloit, Wis., has 

number of “The 4.8, Herald,” Westfield, Mass, been received. It is a bright, newsy sheet and a 

We welcome ‘‘ The Cadet,’ from Denver, Col., | credit to the school. 
as a new exchange. It is a very interesting eight We are in receipt of “The Normal Record, ” from 

page paper with a neat and appropriate design on its | Chico, Cal. It is an interesting twenty page paper 
covers well printed, and has a very pretty cover. 

“The Omnium Gatherum, ” from Ilion, N. Y., is We have received the girls’ edition of ‘The H. 

at hand. It consists of eight pages of interesting | S. Journal,” Wilkes Barre, Pa. By the way we 

reading matter inside of a neat cover. compliment the girls for putting forth to the school 

The scholars of this school anxiously await the world the best journal we have received. 
coming of the next issue of ‘Santa Cruz Hi,’ from “The Normal Badger,’ River Falls, Wis., is 

Santa Cruz, Cal., to read more about ‘Col. Brown’s | with us every month. We wish particularly to com- 
Strange Adventures. ” pliment its May number, consisting of ten pages of 

Z i reading matter, six of ‘ ads, ’ besides a neatly gotten 

& ive pee, welcome ‘* The Aquinas, ” from up cover, which we are informed, was designed by 

a ale au nanan exchange. It is a paper Miss Alma Oleson of the grammar grade. 

Dn te renee eeboo! tt represents: The first edition of ‘‘ The Climax, ” a bi-monthly 

We suggest that “The Student News,” from | publication issued by the Junta Literary society of 
Portland, Me., arrange its advertising matter differ- | Beloit College Academy, is out and contains much 
ently, as it is not an ornament to the front page of | interesting reading matter. The Kopax wishes it 
the cover. success. 

Girls, read the ‘Lost Letter,’? in the May «‘ The Pioneer, ’? Willimantic, Conn., comes to us 

number of ‘‘ The Flash Light, ” Delevan, Wis. this month with its usual supply of good articles. 

“The H. 8. Advocate, ” from Lincoln, Neb., has Last December we received a paper eae 

been cut down toa neat eight page paper. ‘* Herd- monthly, eo Hamburg,’ Ta-, called eee. 

ing Cattle,’’ in the May number, is very interesting. Bulletin, and we exchanged with it, and kept on 
sending our paper to them, but we haven’t seen one 

“The Argosy,’ from Neenah, Wis., printed an | of theirs since the December number. We wonder 
excellent number for May. why ?
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THIRD PLACH content with fourth place. Of course a formal 

protest was made and is now on file with the 
Sete 5: management. 

Hau Claire’s by Right. It is said that the roar and tumult could be dis- 
tinctly heard on the capitol steps one mile away. 

Madison Pluggers Make a Rank Decision-- | The favorite yell, 

Little Freddie McGowan a Corker, and “O! Y! Yah! Eau Claire High School! Ha! 
He Shows Them a Thing or Two. Ha! Ha! Zipala! Zipala! Boom! Rah! Rah!” 

Came from all sides, and after the crowd was quieted 

Our inter-scholastic track team covered them- | down the announcement was made that Eau Claire 

selves with glory at Madison and brought home the | led, having thirteen points. Soon followed the half 

consciousness of victory, even though a vacuum- | mile run, in which Blackwell, after a fine run, took 

brained Madison plugger who had been produced | an easy third, making 14 points for Eau Claire. 

from some hollow log or cave on the shore of Monona, Although the other members of the team worked 
did say it was harder to run under a three and ahalf | like tigers the superior training of the larger schools 

foot hurdle than to jump over it. and the advantage of having more fresh men began 

The first thing on the program was the 120 yard | to tell, and Eau Claire after an excellent run in the 

hurdle. There was but one Hau Claireite entered, | first trial heat of the relay race, gave way and East 

but he was in it to help McGowan and the others | Milwaukee won, with South Milwaukee second and 
: carry home the honors of first place. Asin all the | Eau Claire by rights in third place, Evansville 

other events, the Madison and the Milwaukee boys | fourth and Madison, though given third, fifth. 
had the advantage of numbers, and our man, Thorp From beginning to end the *‘meet’? was a r 
Wilcox, had to run two trial heats before the final. | success, and much credit is due Mr. Rohn, who con- 

In the second trial heat Thorpcame in second; inthe | ducted the gigantic affair; with the aid of his 
semi-final he got first, and in the final was beaten | officers he got the one hundred and sixty-two contest- 

out of first place by the most appalling piece of gall | ants together without a break, hitch or loss of time. 
it has ever been our lot to witness. Wilcox was | Financially it was also a success, having about 3,000 

making a pretty and hard race, with only one manin | people in attendance. As far as breaking records is 
front of him. This man was Lyle, of Madison, who | concerned it was not such a success, only three being 

was running a losing race until a happy idea struck | broken; one by McGowan, of Eau Claire, he lowering 
him. That seventh hurdle looked twelve feet high; | the 220 yd. run record from 25 to 2314 seconds 

he could feel Thorp’s hot breath on his neck; he | Shepherd, of Madison, lowered the record for the 

strained and struggled, but in vain, for the breath | mile walk 9.37 to 8.26, and Patterson, of Evansville 

got closer and hotter; he loses hishead, sees he can’t | putting the shot 42-543. In this last event Kjorstad, 
make it fairly, so ducks his head, goes under the | Eau Claire, also did better than the record of last 
hurdle and wins the race by a hair. Mr. Richards, | year, putting the sphere 388 ft. 

_one of the finish judges, immediately grasped Unless for the probable accidental “spiking” of 

f Wilcox’s hand, saying he had won the race. Williams in the 440 yd. run Eau Claire would have 
Here occurred the most astonishing thing that | been credited with five more points. 

happened to our boys while in Madison. A fellow Res en IN 

named Downer, who is a U. W. man, had somehow és a : 
prevailed upon the management of the games to be : st ea ell, Silas, how’s your boy 

: See gitting along in college ? 
allowed to act as referee. His head got turned in his ng ‘ Reis ‘ 

desire to have the Madison boys win a place, and he ae ey oe e 80% up pretty Iugh. | 1 
deliberately ruled that Lyle had won the race. A Beg Heat Beye acum withibO on 16 an i 

how! of derision went up from the indignant on- : ‘ i 
lookers, but the “ willy-boy ” with the punching-bag i One of Miss ae bright, young scholars has 
Remieea Mead nemiy: by Mie ealing. adding tan Word red a new tree in the tropical region called the 

as referee was law, we had to swallow the nasty dose | ‘ Baas (banyan-) 
and try to smile. Herb didn’t know what a snap he had in the 

The inter-scholastic games are supposed to be | mile walk. (Nit) He only moved two (2) feet. 
governed by the American Amateur Union rules, “Yes, grandma, when I graduate I intend 
which bar a man from a race for “ducking” a following a literary career. To.write for money, you 

hurdle, but rules, or no rules, the bunco-steerer who know.”” 

acted as referee, and whose say was absolute, meant “Why, Jack, you haven’t done anything else 

that his home team should win, and he flung honor | Since you’ve been at college.” 

and honesty to the winds, and Eau Claire had to be —life.
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It should be remembered that the Summer OI, 4 gf a 5 

School of this College begins at the close of the = 

Public School and continues until the end of the —e 

- vacation. j ; 
Yi an i ¥ 

A half-day spent at study during the vacation pO ew 

insures more rapid promotion and ahigher standing. Potter & Culver, 
Application should be made early to,’ 

The Shoe Fitters. 0. ST , Head: 5, 
FO. STOLL Benomuster Cor. Bartsow & Kelsey Sts. 

: we’ve heard to our spring stock is that it 
contains so many good things a man doesn’t 

know which suit to choose. ; 

Come now if you want to see the stock at its : 
best. We’re to fit you with our Taror- 
Maver Croruine. 

A. H. HOLLEN, C. 
THE CASH BARGAIN 

EAU CLAIRE, WIS. CLOTHIER AND SHOER. 

To preserve the 
Teeth use our ae AT — 2 

Daisy Tooth Powder. T , 
ee er D oO R Ss M | H S 

To keep Skin in a clean. 
healthy and youthful 
condition use : 

Complexion Soap paar . NEW ELECTRIC 
5 re FANS MAKE 

THIS A 
VERY 

PLAYTER’S DRUG STORE. Coneon neta 
17 BRIDGE STREET. PLACE.



A $35, Custom Made Suit 
insures you no better fabric, fit or service 
than these fine specimens of the tailoring art : 

We are offering at $1 A. 

We 7% ] Vy Uj . Bau Claire’s Leading Clothiers. 

7heo 00futes EAU CLAIRE, Wis. ae 2 

e212 FIANSEN 
rere H. J. klawiter, 
ee: a 5) 

Steere. __HAIRCUTTING. | (> sie Wes 
acentror act | @adin 1eyeles. W. J. DAVIS, nen eee 

Flour,Feed, Ete. ener 311 KELSEY STREET, 

HAY AND STRAW IN GAR LOTS A SPECIALTY. yMBReLtAs. EAU CLAIRE, WIS. 
"Phone 66. Bridge Street. 

Samuels Isrothers, : 
Pianos % Organs. — 

Opera House Block. Gau Glaire, Wis. 

EAU CLAIRE OOK WaTcnes.> 

~ Binvesy Geo. | [fox oi ag 
FRED BLACKWELL, Prop. ! 

GENERAL BINDER. “Jeweler. 

Se ee ee ery MUSIC HALL CORNER. au c 

The Elbert Printing Co.  TheGatloway House, The Elbert Printing Co, 
WHITE & SMITH, Proprietors. COM MERCIAL i 

PRINTING. 

Rates; $2 and $2.50 per Day. EAU CLAIRE, WIS. AT LIVING RATES.



Keceeectcceecetccccetccececece | For Cut Flowers 
and Plants 

3 go to the 

: e 

lars Urheim. Oak Dale Green House, 
901 MAIN STREET. 

TELEPHONE 90. CITY STORE TELEPHONE 226, 

Roinmatieree 5 7/ | Fa AR ep 
DRUGS, CIGARS, | 
TOILET ARTICLES. 

oo (hicago fy tore,__ 
OPPOSITE 
EAU CLAIRE THE BUSY STORE. EAU CLAIRE, WIS. 
HOUSE. 

120 S. BARSTOW ST. 

LEADERS 

STYLES 2, 453 

COELEEC EEE ECS to w 252 = 52S SS eee Se 
PRICES. SS —LSSSSSS SSS SSS SS 

W. A. RUST, President. 
H. H. HAYDEN, Vice President. 

’ ’ ©. W. LOCK WOOD, Cashier. 
(’ | f. [ H | T, JOYCE, Assistant Cashier, 

OMMETETA Dak OL Ball Ulalle 
. 

FE ee Bank of Eau Claire, 
: SAVINGS BANK CAPITAL, $100,000 

department pays 4 per cent interest compounded 
COR. BARSTOW 

every six months, SNORE SEY TB: 

©. H. INGRAM. President. % I B. A. BUFFINGTON, President. 
WM. CARSON, Vice President. H. C. PUTNAM, Vice President. 

W. K. COFFIN, Cashier. 7 GEO. T. THOMPSON, Cashier. 
T. B. KEITH, Assistant Cashier. 

£ . Satta: OG G66: CAPITAL, $100,000.00 

EauClaireNational Bank, “renewa Valley Bank, 
’ EAU CLAIRE, WIS 

SURPLUS, $20,000 % 
DIRECTORS: 

Cor. BARSTOW: B. A. Buffington. Geo. T. Thompson. T, F. Frawley 

AND KELSEY STS. H. C. Putnam. A. H. Hollen.



Ex eep Cool rr? 
by getting your ICH CREAM at 

9 

Patterson & Kepler's. 

ICE CREAM Seteesetsas | Ceo Geire Poet 8 Sappig ©. 
Special prices on Ice Cream in Quantities @e io & 

Palace of Sweets, | Gee uaeep 
318 S, Barstow Street. Telephone 145 a oe 

Buildine Mateisl WHOLESALE AND. RETAIL 

WALAINS" ater1al, i 

: ¢ 
Sewer Pipe, : Hailding Materials, 

w d d C 1 OFFICE AND YARD NEAR OMAHA PASSENGER DEPOT ; 

00a an dal, 

Always the lowest. . Call on us. TA B L ETS, eniinee 

Wisconsin Pipe & Fuel Co. PRESCRIPTION FILLING A SPECIALTY, 

10 S. Dewey St., Eau Claire, Wis. 115 Bri a miter Scott, 

ene BO You GET YOUR LAUNDRY 

a HON WORK AT THE 

=. pe ays a CITY STEAM 
Vy Oy “ SS a LAUNDRY? 

5 \\ > IF NOT, WHY NOT? : 
“Cleanliness is next to Godliness.” 

SE gt samiie ls. eissmpere Telephone 118 COR S. DEWEY & RIVER STS. 
i@ | For hot weather Shoes, Slippers and Oxfords 
iB | in all rt ao Nee go to 

Mae and get the best for the least money. 
ay 211 S. BARSTOW ST. a



Geo. C. & Fred A. Teail, Jos. W. Singleton, 

Attorneys and Counselors at Law. City Attorney. 
Ingram Block. 

Parker Building. 

Fleming & Blum, T. F. Frawley, 

Attorneys. Attorney. Y y 

John B, Fleming. Second Floor, 

George L. Blum. 83 & 54 Ingram Block Chippewa Valley Bank Building. 

Doolittle & Shoemaker, M. B. Hubbard, 

Attorneys and Counsellors. Lawyer. 

ae Breriaae: 101 Keteey Street, | Vf#0 Block. 

V. W. James, A. J. Sutherland, 

Lawyer. 

Attorney at Taw. Bante Bending.” | 299 8, Rorstow Stret 

ALC Lopeon F. L, Morrison, 
A.C. Larson, 

Attorney at Law. oie ene Attorney at Lav. 

i 207% 8. Barstow Street. 

SON UND IULCHRLIV SILI LIA Tsang aH SLID TRY ghatclns aN lp AL DT RTO PL HE NSE has SE rag MIP EE 

J. C. Gores, F.M. Miner, 

BAU CLAIRE, WIS. Lanoyer. 

Over Bank of Eau Claire, i 

H H. Hayden, 

Lawyer. 

Bank of Eau Claire Building. Pea f J f 

: those that patro- 
nize us. Kindly 

> read the “ads.” in 
The Kodak.
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J. A. Reynolds, Drs. A. & M. Thrane, 
DENTIST, Physicians and Surgeons 

Opera House Building. | Office Hours; 9 to12 A. M.,2to5 P.M. 

C. B. Reynolds Dr. Frank H. Gunn, 
DENTIST, Chippewa Valley Bank Building. 

Second entrance in main hall, | Opera House Building. Office Hours: 10 to 12 A. M., 2 to4 P.M. 

F. R. Reynolds, M. D. Henry Day, M.D, 
Spectalties: Eye Ear, Nose and Throat 114 Kelsey Street. 

Opera House Building. Office Hours: 2 to 5 P. M. 

Dr. C. L. Remington, Dr. Dwight W. Day, 
DENTIST, 312 S. Barstow Street. 

Music Hall Block. Office Hours: 2 to 5 P, M. 

Dr. C. M. Calvert, BR. R. Chase. M D. 
DENTIST. 

Chippewa Valley Bank Building. 30514 S. Barstow St. 

Dr. H. C. French, Dr James H. Noble, 
DENTIST. Opera House Building. 

Ingram Building. Office Hours; 2 to 5 and 7 to 8 P, M. 

Dr. J. W. Newell, E. L. Ames, 
DENTIST. 

te HAF Oe AL Ma bbe Pe Ms Office Hours: 9 A. M. to 12 M. 1:80 tos P. M. 
Parker Building. 11314 Kelsey St. Residence: 1226 8. River St. 

Dr. F. 5. Miller, Dre. Montgomery & Johnston, 
Ble a Wilson Block. 

Office Hours: $ to 12 A. M. 1:39 to 5:30 P.M. 

115 Bridge St.



If you are going 

TO PLY 
into the rural dis- 

tricts to spend your summer vacation, please 

remember that you can FLY FAST upon 

one of my $85.00 Special Bicycles and if 

you take a few of those grizzly king flies, 

you may do some fly fishing and have a 

FLY TIME generally. 
There will surely be NO FLIES on 

you, if you take some of my fly screens and 
screen doors with you to protect you from 

THAT FLY. 
Remember the place to 

FLY TO is at 

ile Herman P, Sehlogetnileh’s 
NEW HARDWARE STORE. 

122 S. BARSTOW ST., 

EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN.
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